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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a clicking type
dispensing container for dispensing a liquid or fluid such
as a liquid cosmetic or the like, or a solid content of a
stick-type or the like, by clicking a crown at the rear end
of the barrel body.

Background Art

[0002] A conventionally known clicking type dispens-
ing container uses a cam mechanism similar to that of
ball-point pens, including a clicking body, a rotary piece
and an inner sleeve, each having a cam, so that the rotary
piece being urged rearwards by a spring is continuously
rotated, whereby the rotation of the rotary piece is trans-
mitted to a threaded rod provided with a threaded part
(male thread) (which is called a Khan clicking mecha-
nism). Since this threaded rod (male thread) is screw-
fitted with a threaded part (female thread) provided in the
bore of a threaded body that is fixed to the barrel body,
at least, with respect to the rotational direction, the
threaded rod advances relative to the threaded body as
the threaded rod rotates. As the threaded rod advances,
the piston fitted at the front end of the threaded rod also
advances so as to dispense the content (Japanese Pat-
ent Application Laid-open S60-116495(Patent Docu-
ment 1), Japanese Patent Application Laid-open
H09-118095 (Patent Document 2), Japanese Patent Ap-
plication Laid-open 2002-068332 (Patent Document 3)
and Japanese Patent Application Laid-open
2001-232273 (Patent Document 4).
[0003] Among the writing instruments that use the
Kahn clicking type dispensing mechanism so as to cause
a writing element to come out and retract, there is a con-
figuration that has a function of changing the indication
that can be seen through an outer sleeve by turning a
display sleeve in linkage with the cam rotary piece by a
clicking operation (Japanese Patent Application Laid-
open 2001-219689 (Patent Document 5) and Japanese
Patent Application Laid-open H02-73000 (Patent Docu-
ment 6).
[0004] Other than above, there is a known configura-
tion in which a valve is used so as to eject the content
by difference in pressure inside the tank by opening and
closing the valve by clicking (Japanese Utility Model Ap-
plication Laid-Open H06-4837: Patent Document 7).

Prior Art Documentation

Patent Documents

[0005]

Patent Document 1:

Japanese Patent Application Laid-open
S60-116495

Patent Document 2:

Japanese Patent Application Laid-open
H09-118095

Patent Document 3:

Japanese Patent Application Laid-open
2002-068332

Patent Document 4:

Japanese Patent Application Laid-open
2001-232273

Patent Document 5:

Japanese Patent Application Laid-open
2001-219689

Patent Document 6:

Japanese Patent Application Laid-open
H02-73000

Patent Document 7:

Japanese Examined Utility Model Application
Publication H06-4837

Summary of the Invention

Problems to be Solved by the Invention

[0006] However, among the aforementioned clicking
type dispensing containers, the former configuration in
which the threaded rod is advanced, the rotational force
of the rotary piece is determined by the cam configuration
and the strength of the spring. Hence, when the content
is of a high viscosity type, if there occurs the phenomenon
of the piston sticking to the barrel body due to passage
of time or in other cases, it becomes impossible to make
a rotational movement. Further, in the former type, the
number of components is prone to increase because of
its structure, adding restrictions on the external appear-
ance, such as narrowing the diameter etc., while assem-
bly also becomes complicated, resulting increase in cost.
[0007] In the latter configuration using a valve, it is dif-
ficult to perform ejection in a quantitative manner, and
the viscosity of the ejectable content is also limited. Fur-
ther, there is a fear of the content leaking forwards, so a
device to prevent forward leakage is needed.
[0008] On the other hand, the inventers hereof have
contrived a clicking type dispensing container (not known
to the public) in which a rotary body including the first
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and second cam faces having serrated cam teeth formed
with an identical pitch, is rotated by repeatedly applying
and releasing pressure so that the rotational force is
transferred to the threaded rod to advance the piston, to
thereby achieve prevention against rotational movement
failure due to sticking of the piston and a reduction of
parts in number.
[0009] When the first cam face is guided along the first
fixed cam face, or when the second cam face is guided
along the second fixed cam face, each cam slides over
the other cam face so as to generate a clicking sound as
the walls of the cam teeth abut each other. However,
there have been cases where a satisfactory clicking
sound cannot be heard depending on the condition and
environment. In this way, the clicking sensation cannot
be felt clearly if the user cannot hear a relatively satis-
factory clicking sound, and the limit of advancement of
clicking is obscure so that it is so awkward to complete
the pushing operation of the crown. As a result, there is
a possibility that rotation of the rotary body cannot be
achieved causing a dispensing failure.
[0010] Even if clicking is definitely done to the limit of
advancement, there have been the problems that the us-
er may feel an uncomfortable sensation or may click once
again without being aware of the completion of dispens-
ing because no clicking sensation can be obtained.
[0011] In technologies described in the above Patent
Documents 6 and 7 in which indication is changed in
linkage with the cam rotary body when the writing element
is proj ected and retracted, a movable indication sleeve
is further needed in addition to the Kahn clicking type
dispensing mechanism that needs three movable parts,
resulting in a complicated structure. However, it is still
not clear whether indication is given because the indica-
tor sleeve is driven corresponding to minute piston move-
ment.
[0012] In view of what has been described above, the
present invention is directed to provide a clicking type
dispensing container that can produce rotational force
upon initial movement of rotation without depending on
the spring force and cam configuration only, that is con-
structed of a fewer number of parts than the prior art and
that can dispense a fixed amount of the content by use
of a thread.
[0013] The present invention is also directed to provide
a clicking type dispensing container that positively lets
the user clearly know the delivery of the content without
having any uncomfortable sensation and without in-
crease of parts in number and that can dispense a fixed
amount of the content.
[0014] Further, the present invention is directed to pro-
vide a clicking type dispensing container having a dis-
pensing mechanical assembly that has a simple dispens-
ing mechanism, can be simply checked, without taking
time, upon examination at the time of assembling and
can be markedly improved in certainty.

Means for Solving the Problems

[0015] The first aspect of the present invention resides
in a clicking type dispensing container that can dispense
the content inside a reservoir by a user operating a crown
disposed at the rear end of a barrel body, and has a
structure, including a mechanical assembly that trans-
forms the pressing force acting on the crown by user
operation into rotational force, a threaded body fixed to
the barrel body and a threaded rod screw-fitted into the
threaded body, and dispensing the content by advancing
the threaded rod by means of the threaded body by turn-
ing the threaded rod with the rotational force transformed
by the mechanical assembly, characterized in that
the mechanical assembly for transforming pressing force
into rotational force includes:

a rotary body that is provided with the crown that is
rotatable and restrained from axial movement, has
an annular configuration having a first cam face di-
rected forwards and a second cam face directed
rearwards, and is arranged so as to be rotatable and
movable in the axial direction relative to the barrel
body; and,
a first fixed cam face and a second fixed cam face
that oppose the first cam face and second cam face,
respectively, and are disposed and fixed to the barrel
body with respect to the axial direction and the rota-
tional direction, and is constructed such that
at least one of the first cam face and the first fixed
cam face, has a plurality of the first teeth, each having
a forward-inclined slope relative to the predeter-
mined rotational direction of the rotary body, and ar-
ranged with an identical pitch along the predeter-
mined rotational direction,
at least one of the second cam face and the second
fixed cam face, has a plurality of the second teeth,
each having a rearward-inclined slope relative to the
predetermined rotational direction of the rotary body,
and arranged with an identical pitch along the pre-
determined rotational direction, and
in a state where the first cam face of the rotary body
is put in mesh with the first fixed cam face by the
pressing force, as the first cam face is guided along
the forward-inclined slope of the tooth, the rotary
body moves forwards and turns in the predetermined
direction, whereas, as the aforementioned pressing
force is released, the second cam face of the rotary
body being kept in mesh with the second fixed cam
face is guided along rearward-inclined slope of the
second fixed cam face, the rotary body moves rear-
wards and turns in the predetermined direction,
thereby, the threaded rod is rotated by rotation of the
rotary body.

[0016] The second aspect of the present invention re-
sides in the clicking type dispensing container having the
above first feature, wherein the first cam face has a pro-
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jected step in front of the slope that is inclined forwards
relative to the predetermined rotational direction of the
rotary body and the first fixed cam face has a recessed
step in front of the slope that is inclined forwards relative
to the predetermined rotational direction of the rotary
body, and when the first cam face is guided along the
slope of the first fixed cam face, the steps formed along
the slopes of the first cam face and the first fixed cam
face abut each other so as to produce a clicking sound
and a clicking sensation.
[0017] The third aspect of the present invention resides
in the clicking type dispensing container having the above
second feature, wherein the second cam face of the ro-
tary body and the second fixed cam face are each formed
with steps directed rearwards so as to produce a clicking
sound and a clicking sensation by the steps when the
second cam face and the second fixed cam face mesh
each other at the time of release of pressing.
[0018] The fourth aspect of the present invention re-
sides in the clicking type dispensing container having the
above third feature, wherein, in the state where the first
cam face of the rotary body is put in mesh with the first
fixed cam face, the second cam face on the rotary body
side and the second fixed cam face are set in such a
relationship as to be shifted part of one cam tooth out of
phase from each other with respect to the rotational di-
rection, and in the state where the second cam face on
the rotary body side is put in mesh with the second fixed
cam face, the first cam face on the rotary body side and
the first fixed cam face are set in such a relationship as
to be shifted part of one cam tooth out of phase from
each other with respect to the rotational direction.
[0019] The fifth aspect of the present invention resides
in the clicking type dispensing container having the above
fourth feature, wherein the phase shift in the rotational
direction is half of one cam tooth.
[0020] The sixth aspect of the present invention re-
sides in the clicking type dispensing container having the
above fifth feature, wherein a spring element that urges
the rotary body rearwards so as to bring the second cam
face in the rotary body into contact and in mesh with the
second fixed cam face in the state of the pressing being
released.
[0021] The seventh aspect of the present invention re-
sides in the clicking type dispensing container having the
above sixth feature, wherein the rotary body is formed
with a variant-sectional hole such as of an oval shape or
the like, the threaded body having a threaded part of a
female thread and the first fixed cam face is fixed to the
barrel body, and in the state where the threaded rod,
having a sectional shape that fits with the variant-sec-
tional hole of the rotary body, and formed with a male
thread on the outer peripheral side thereof, is screw-fitted
to the threaded part of the threaded body and the thread-
ed rod is fitted through the variant-sectional hole of the
rotary body, the threaded rod is rotated by rotation of the
rotary body.
[0022] The eighth aspect of the present invention re-

sides in the clicking type dispensing container having the
above seventh feature, wherein when the threaded rod
is rotated so as to advance a content thrusting member
by rotation of the rotary body with markers such as slits,
indentations and projections, or the like, that can be easily
seen from the outside, integrally formed on the outer pe-
ripheral surface thereof, at intervals of twice the distrib-
uted pitch of, and arranged in phase with, the first teeth,
and the motion of the markers on the outer surface of the
rotary body can be observed through windows formed of
via-holes or transparent parts in the threaded body or a
barrel cylinder at positions distributed at the same angles
as the distributed angles of the cam to be used for rota-
tion, whereby advancement of the threaded rod with ro-
tation of the rotary body can be confirmed by the motion
of the markers.
[0023] The ninth aspect of the present invention re-
sides in a clicking type dispensing container that can dis-
pense the content by pressing a rear end part of a clicking
body arranged at the rear end of a barrel body, forwards
in the axial direction and has a structure, including a me-
chanical assembly that transforms the pressing force act-
ing on the rear end part of the clicking body into rotational
force, and dispensing the content by advancing a thread-
ed rod by the transformed rotational force, characterized
in that
the clicking body includes a cam face having serrated
notches and projections formed on the front face of the
clicking body, and arranged in the barrel body so as to
be slidable in the axial direction in accordance with the
pressing at the rear end of the clicking body and re-
strained from moving in the rotational direction,
the mechanical assembly for transforming the pressing
force at the rear end of the clicking body into rotational
force includes:

the cam face of the clicking body;
arotarybody, having an approximately annular rota-
tional configuration in which a first cam face having
notches and projections directed rearwards in the
axial direction and a second cam face having notch-
es and projections directed forwards in the axial di-
rection, and being arranged such that the first cam
face opposes the cam face of the clicking body) ;
a threaded body as a whole, having an approximate-
ly cylindrical configuration having a cam face having
notches and projections directed rearwards in the
axial direction and a threaded part formed in a bore
to which a threaded rod is screw fitted, and fixed to
the barrel body so as to oppose the second cam face
of the rotary body; and,
a spring disposed between the clicking body and the
rotary body so as to constantly urge the second cam
face of the rotary body against the cam face of the
threaded body to keep the cam faces in mesh with
each other,
at least one of the cam face of the clicking body and
the first cam face of the rotary body and at least one
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of the second cam face of the rotary body and the
cam face of the threaded body, are formed with a
first slope and a second slope, respectively, which
are each inclined to one side in the axial direction
relative to the predetermined rotational direction of
the rotary body,
the inclined angle of the first slope and the inclined
angle of the second slope are made different from
each other, and,
when the clicking body is pushed to advance, the
rotary body rotates in the predetermined rotational
direction while the first cam face of the rotary body
slides along the cam face of the clicking body and
the second cam face slides along the cam face of
the threaded body, due to the difference between
the inclined angles of the first slope and the second
slope.

Effect of the Invention

[0024] The clicking type dispensing containers accord-
ing to the first to ninth aspects of the present invention
are characterized by inclusion of a mechanical assembly
that transforms pressing force into rotational force by
pressing a crown so as to move a rotary body forwards
and backwards in the axial direction and thereby rotate
the rotary body.
[0025] Specifically, the mechanical assembly for trans-
forming the pressing force acting on the crown into rota-
tional force, includes: an approximately annular rotary
body that is formed with a first cam face directed forwards
and a second cam face directed rearwards; and a first
fixed cam face and a second fixed cam face that oppose
the first cam face and second cam face, respectively and
are disposed and fixed to the barrel body with respect to
the axial direction and the rotational direction, and is con-
structed such that, in the state where the first cam face
of the rotary body is put in mesh with first fixed cam face
by the pressing force, as the first cam face is guided along
the forward-inclined surface of the tooth, the rotary body
moves forwards and turns in the predetermined direction,
whereas, as the aforementioned pressing force is re-
leased, the second cam face of the rotary body being
kept in mesh with the second fixed cam face is guided
along the rearward-inclined surface of the second fixed
cam face, so that the rotary body moves rearwards and
turns in the predetermined direction.
[0026] Accordingly, when the crown is pressed and re-
leased repeatedly, the rotary body is linked with rotational
motion of every cam tooth and rotated when pressing
and releasing so that the threaded rod can be advanced
by rotation. As the above clicking operation is repeated,
the clicking motion and releasing motion in the axial di-
rection are transformed into rotational force so as to ro-
tate the threaded rod, whereby it is possible to thrust, for
example a piston body forwards and dispense a fixed
amount of the content.
[0027] In addition, since the strength of the rotational

force for initial rotation depends on the pressing force, it
is possible to easily deal with a case where force greater
than a certain level is needed for initial rotation because
of sticking of the piston body to the reservoir, or the like.
[0028] In the second aspect of the present invention,
as the first cam face of the rotary body being put in mesh
with the first fixed cam face by pressing force, is guided
along the forward-inclined slope of the first fixed cam
face, the rotary body moves forwards and rotates in the
predetermined rotational direction, at the same time, the
steps formed on the first cam face and the slope of the
first fixed cam face collide with each other, producing a
clicking sound and a clicking sensation when the first
cam face is guided along the slope of the first fixed cam
face, whereby the user who is pressing the crown by the
hand and fingers can hear the clicking sound and feel
the clicking sensation in their hand and fingers. As a re-
sult, the limit of advancement of clicking can be felt clearly
and the completion of the pushing operation of the crown
is made simple, so that rotation of the rotary body can
be achieved without causing any dispensing failure. Fur-
ther, since a clear clicking sensation can be obtained
when clicking has been positively performed to the limit
of advancement, it is possible to feel a comfortable sen-
sation of operation, hence confirm the completion of dis-
pensing, never needing additional clicking.
[0029] In the third aspect of the present invention, since
the second cam face of the rotary body and the second
fixed cam face are each formed with steps directed rear-
wards, it is possible to produce a clicking sound and a
clicking sensation by the steps when the second cam
face and the second fixed cam face mesh each other at
the time of release of pressing.
[0030] In the fourth aspect of the present invention, in
the state where the first cam face of the rotary body is
put in mesh with the first fixed cam face, the second cam
face on the rotary body side and the second fixed cam
face are set in such a relationship as to be shifted part
of one cam tooth out of phase from each other with re-
spect to the rotational direction, and in the state where
the second cam face on the rotary body side is put in
mesh with the second fixed cam face, the first cam face
on the rotary body side and the first fixed cam face are
set in such a relationship as to be shifted part of one cam
tooth out of phase from each other with respect to the
rotational direction. Accordingly, the phase shifts be-
tween the teeth assure reliable transformation of the
pressing and releasing actions of the crown into rotation
of the rotary body, due to the function of the cams.
[0031] The phase shift may be set at 1/4 to 3/4 of one
cam teeth. In this case, if the phase shift is set at half as
in the fifth aspect of the present invention, it is possible
to transform the pressing and releasing actions of the
crown into rotation of the rotary body in a more reliable
manner.
[0032] If the first cam face and the second cam face
are in phase with each other, it is possible to shift the first
fixed cam face and the second fixed cam face out of
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phase.
[0033] According to the sixth and seventh aspects of
the present invention, when a spring element that urges
the rotary body rearwards so as to bring the second cam
face in the rotary body into contact and in mesh with the
second fixed cam face in the state of the pressing being
released, it is possible to positively cause the second
cam face to abut the second fixed cam face when press-
ing is released, hence make the operation reliable.
[0034] According to the eighth aspect of the present
invention, when the threaded rod is rotated so as to ad-
vance a content thrusting member by rotation of the rotary
body with markers such as slits, indentations and projec-
tions, or the like, that can be easily seen from the outside,
integrally formed on the outer peripheral surface thereof,
at intervals of twice the distributed pitch of, and arranged
in phase with, the first teeth, and the motion of the mark-
ers on the outer surface of the rotary body can be ob-
served through windows formed of via-holes or transpar-
ent parts in the threaded body or a barrel cylinder at po-
sitions distributed at the same angles as the distributed
angles of the cam to be used for rotation, whereby ad-
vancement of the threaded rod with rotation of the rotary
body can be confirmed by the motion of the markers. This
configuration makes it possible to directly check the ro-
tary body rotating by visual observation through the win-
dow of the threaded body when the dispending mechan-
ical assembly is assembled, hence it is possible to exactly
and reliably check whether the mechanism works cor-
rectly at the time of assembling.
[0035] The ninth aspect of the present invention is
characterized by inclusion of the structure of dispensing
the content by rotating the rotary body as the clicking
body is moved forwards and backwards when the rear
end of the clicking body is clicked. At least one of the
cam face of the clicking body and the first cam face of
the rotary body and at least one of the second cam face
of the rotary body and the cam face of the threaded body,
are formed with a first slope and a second slope, respec-
tively, which are each inclined to one side in the axial
direction relative to the predetermined rotational direction
of the rotary body, the inclined angle of the first slope and
the inclined angle of the second slope are made different
from each other, so that when the clicking body is pushed
to advance, the cam face of the clicking body moves slid-
ing along the first cam face and the second cam face
moves sliding along the cam face of the threaded body,
due to the difference between the inclined angles of the
first slope and the second slope. As a result, in the clicking
type dispensing container of the present invention, the
forward and backward motion of the clicking body is
transformed into rotational motion of the rotary body.
Then the clicking body retracts with its cam face moving
away from the first cam face, and the cam face of the
threaded body becomes in mesh with the second cam
face of the rotary body due to the urging force of the
spring.
[0036] Thus, as the pressing force on the rear end of

the clicking body is applied and released repeatedly, the
configuration including a lower number of parts, i.e., the
clicking body, rotary body, threaded body and spring,
causes the rotary body to rotate in linkage with the action
of one cam tooth (which can be formed of slopes having
a peak in between or walls), rotationally drives the thread-
ed rod successively to achieve screw feeding, whereby
it is possible to realize a mechanism that can dispense
a fixed amount of the content with a markedly reduced
number of parts than needed in the prior art.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0037]

[FIG. 1] FIGS. 1(a) and (b) are illustrative views of a
clicking type dispensing container according to the
first embodiment of the present invention, showing
an overall sectional representation of the clicking
type dispensing container and an enlarged view of
a mechanical assembly before a crown is pressed.
[FIG. 2] FIGS. 2(a) and (b) are an overall sectional
representation of the clicking type dispensing con-
tainer shown in FIG. 1 and an enlarged view of the
mechanical assembly when the crown is pressed.
[FIG. 3] FIGS. 3 (a) to (e) are operational illustrative
views of the clicking mechanism of the clicking type
dispensing container.
[FIG. 4] FIGS. 4 (a) and (b) are a perspective view
and vertical sectional view of a barrel body.
[FIG. 5] FIG. 5(a), (b), (c) and (d) are a front perspec-
tive view, rear perspective view, vertical sectional
view and enlarged sectional view of a threaded body.
[FIG. 6] FIGS. 6(a) and (b) are a side view and a
sectional view cut along line X-X of a threaded rod.
[FIG. 7] FIGS. 7(a), (b) and (c) are a front perspective
view, rear perspective view and vertical sectional
view of a piston body.
[FIG. 8] FIGS. 8(a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) are a front
perspective view, rear perspective view, side view,
vertical sectional view and front view of a rotary body.
[FIG. 9] FIGS. 9(a), (b), (c) and (d) are a front per-
spective view, rear perspective view, side view and
vertical sectional view of a cam body.
[FIG. 10] FIGS. 10(a), (b) and (c) are a front perspec-
tive view, side view and vertical sectional view of a
crown.
[FIG. 11] FIGS. 11(a) and (b) are illustrative views
of a clicking type dispensing container according to
the second embodiment of the present invention,
showing an overall sectional representation of the
clicking type dispensing container and an enlarged
view of a mechanical assembly before the rear end
of a clicking body is pressed.
[FIG. 12] FIGS. 12(a) and (b) are an overall sectional
representation of the clicking type dispensing con-
tainer shown in FIG. 11 and an enlarged view of the
mechanical assembly when the rear end of the click-
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ing body is being pressed.
[FIG. 13] FIGS. 13(a) and (b) are an overall sectional
representation of the clicking type dispensing con-
tainer shown in FIG. 11 and an enlarged view of the
mechanical assembly when the rear end of the click-
ing body is pressed to the limit.
[FIG. 14] FIGS. 14(a) and (b) are an overall sectional
representation of the clicking type dispensing con-
tainer shown in FIG. 11 and an enlarged view of the
mechanical assembly when the rear end of the click-
ing body is released from the state of being pressed.
[FIG. 15] FIGS. 15(a) to (f) are illustrative views of
the clicking mechanism of the dispensing container,
(a) showing the original state before clicking, (b) the
state when the clicking body is advanced and the
rotary body is abutted, (c) the state when the rotary
body is rotated by pressing the clicking body, (d) the
state when the peak of the rotary body passes over
as the clicking body is pressed, (e) the state when
the rotary body is suspended, and (f) the state when
clicking is released.
[FIG. 16] FIGS. 16(a) and (b) are a perspective view
and vertical sectional view of a barrel body.
[FIG. 17] FIGS. 17(a), (b), (c) and (d) area front per-
spective view, rear perspective view, side view and
vertical sectional view of a piston.
[FIG. 18] FIGS. 18(a), (b), (c) and (d) area front per-
spective view, rear perspective view, side view and
vertical sectional view of a threaded body.
[FIG. 19] FIGS. 19(a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) are a front
perspective view, rear perspective view, side view,
vertical sectional view and front view of a rotary body.
[FIG. 20] FIGS. 20 (a), (b), (c) and (d) are a front
perspective view, rear perspective view, side view
and vertical sectional view of a clicking body.
[FIG. 21] FIG. 21 (a) and (b) are a side view and a
sectional view cut along line A-A of a threaded rod.
[FIG. 22] FIGS. 22(a) and (b) are illustrative views
of a clicking type dispensing container according to
the third embodiment of the present invention, show-
ing an overall appearance view and a vertical sec-
tional view of the clicking type dispensing container
in a state where a crown is not pressed.
[FIG. 23] FIG. 23 is an enlarged sectional view show-
ing a clicking mechanical assembly in the clicking
type dispensing container shown in FIG. 22 in a state
where the crown is not pressed.
[FIG. 24] FIG. 24 is an enlarged sectional view show-
ing a clicking mechanical assembly in the clicking
type dispensing container shown in FIG. 22 in a state
where the crown is pressed.
[FIG. 25] FIGS. 25(a) to (f) are operational illustrative
views of the clicking mechanical assembly of the
clicking type dispensing container.
[FIG. 26] FIGS. 26(a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) are a front
perspective view, rear perspective view, side view,
vertical sectional view and front view of a rotary body.
[FIG. 27] FIGS. 27(a), (b) and (c) are a front perspec-

tive view, side view and vertical sectional view of a
crown.
[FIG. 28] FIGS. 28(a), (b), (c) and (d) are a front
perspective view, rear perspective view and vertical
sectional view of a threaded body and an enlarged
sectional view around a threaded part.
[FIG. 29] FIGS. 29(a) and (b) are a perspective view
and vertical sectional view of a barrel body.
[FIG. 30] FIGS. 30(a), (b), (c) and (d) are a front
perspective view, rear perspective view, side view
and vertical sectional view of a cam body.
[FIG. 31] FIGS. 31 (a) and (b) are a side view and
sectional view cut along line X-X of a threaded rod.
[FIG. 32] FIGS. 32(a), (b) and (c) are a front perspec-
tive view, rear perspective view and vertical sectional
view of a piston body.
[FIG. 33] FIGS. 33(a) and (b) are illustrative views
of a clicking type dispensing container according to
the fourth embodiment of the present invention,
showing an overall appearance view and a vertical
sectional view of a clicking type dispensing container
in a state where a crown is not pressed.
[FIG. 34] FIG. 34 is an enlarged sectional view show-
ing a clicking mechanical assembly in the clicking
type dispensing container shown in FIG. 33 in a state
where the crown is not pressed.
[FIG. 35] FIG. 35 is an enlarged sectional view show-
ing a clicking mechanical assembly in the clicking
type dispensing container shown in FIG. 33 in a state
where the crown is pressed.
[FIG. 36] FIGS. 36(a) to (e) are operational illustra-
tive views of the clicking mechanical assembly of the
clicking type dispensing container.
[FIG. 37] FIGS. 37 (a) to (c) are illustrative views
showing how a mark (marker) to be seen through a
threaded body window is viewed.
[FIG. 38] FIGS. 38(a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) are a front
perspective view, rear perspective view, side view,
vertical sectional view and front view of a rotary body.
[FIG. 39] FIGS. 39(a), (b) and (c) are a front perspec-
tive view, side view and vertical sectional view of a
crown.
[FIG. 40] FIGS. 40 (a), (b), (c) and (d) are a front
perspective view, rear perspective view and vertical
sectional view of a threadedbody and an enlarged
sectional view around a threaded part.
[FIG. 41] FIGS. 41(a) and (b) are a perspective view
and vertical sectional view of a barrel body.
[FIG. 42] FIGS. 42 (a), (b), (c) and (d) are a front
perspective view, rear perspective view, side view
and vertical sectional view of a cam body.
[FIG. 43] FIGS. 43 (a) and (b) are a side view and
sectional view cut along line X-X of a threaded rod.
[FIG. 44] FIGS. 44(a), (b) and (c) are a front perspec-
tive view, rear perspective view and vertical sectional
view of a piston body.
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Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

[0038] The embodiments of the present invention will
be described hereinbelow with reference to the accom-
panying drawings.
[0039] A clicking type dispensing container according
to the present invention will be described based on the
first embodiment shown in the drawings.
[0040] FIGS. 1 to 10 are illustrative views showing a
clicking type dispensing container according to the first
embodiment. Specifically, FIGS. 1(a) and (b) are illustra-
tive views of a clicking type dispensing container accord-
ing to the first embodiment of the present invention, show-
ing an overall sectional representation of the clicking type
dispensing container and an enlarged view of a mechan-
ical assembly before a crown is pressed. FIGS. 2(a) and
(b) are an overall sectional representation of the clicking
type dispensing container shown in FIG. 1 and an en-
larged view of the mechanical assembly when the crown
is pressed. FIGS. 3 (a) to (e) are operational illustrative
views of the clicking mechanism of the clicking type dis-
pensing container. FIGS. 4(a) and (b) are a perspective
view and vertical sectional view of a barrel body. FIGS.
5(a), (b), (c) and (d) are a front perspective view, rear
perspective view, vertical sectional view and enlarged
sectional view of a threaded body. FIGS. 6(a) and (b) are
a side view and a sectional view cut along line X-X of a
threaded rod. FIGS. 7(a), (b) and (c) are a front perspec-
tive view, rear perspective view and vertical sectional
view of a piston body. FIGS. 8(a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) are
a front perspective view, rear perspective view, side view,
vertical sectional view and front view of a rotary body.
FIGS. 9(a), (b), (c) and (d) are a front perspective view,
rear perspective view, side view and vertical sectional
view of a cam body. FIGS. 10(a), (b) and (c) are a front
perspective view, side view and vertical sectional view
of a crown.
[0041] As shown in FIG. 1, the clicking type dispensing
container according to the first embodiment is a container
that can dispense the content by pressing a crown 12
disposed at the rear end of a barrel body 10, forwards in
the axial direction, and has a structure, including a me-
chanical assembly A that transforms the pressing force
acting on crown 12 by user operation into rotational force,
a threaded body 28 fixed to the barrel body 10 and a
threaded rod 30 screw-fitted into threaded body 28, and
dispensing the content by advancing the threaded rod
30 through threaded body 28 when threaded rod 30 is
turned by the rotational force transformed by the mechan-
ical assembly A.
[0042] Attached to the front end at 10a of barrel body
10 in the clicking type dispensing container, are a joint
14, pipe joint 16, pipe 18, front barrel 20 and brush head
22. The content dispensed from a content reservoir 24
of barrel body 10 passes through pipe 18 to be ejected
to the front end of brush head 22. Also, this container is
formed so that a cap 26 can be fitted after use.
[0043] Specifically, as shown in FIGS. 1 and 4, barrel

body 10 has a stepped small-diametric portion forming
front end part 10a, viewed in the axial direction. Cylindri-
cal joint 14 and pipe joint 16 being covered by the rear
part of front barrel 20, are inserted into front end part 10a.
Brush head 22 in the form of a writing tip formed of a
large number of bundled fibers or of a continuous porous
body, is held as an applying element at the front part of
pipe joint 16 inside the front part of front barrel 20. The
applying element may employ any configuration as ap-
propriate other than the brush head.
[0044] The joint 14 has an approximately cylindrical
shape with its front end enlarged in diameter, and is fitted
into front end part 10a of barrel body 10. Pipe joint 16 is
inserted into the front opening of joint 14 from the front
side. Pipe 18 for feeding liquid from reservoir 24 to brush
head 22 is inserted into, and supported by, this pipe joint
16. Cap 26 is fitted to front end part 10a so as to cover
brush head 22 and front barrel 20.

[Mechanical Assembly A for transforming pressing force 
into rotational force]

[0045] Mechanical assembly A for transforming the
pressing force by pressing the crown 12 into rotational
force is essentially composed of a rotary body 36 having
a first cam face 32 and a second cam face 34, a threaded
body 28 having a first fixed cam face 38 and a cam body
42 having a second fixed cam face 40.

[Rotary Body 36]

[0046] As shown in FIGS. 1 and 8, rotary body 36 is
arranged so that crown 12 is rotatable and restrained
from moving in the axial direction, has an annular con-
figuration with first cam face 32 directed forwards and
second cam face 34 directed rearwards and is disposed
to be rotatable, and movable in the axial direction, relative
to barrel body 10.
[0047] As shown in FIG. 8, rotary body 36 has an ap-
proximately hollow cylindrical annular overall configura-
tion. Formed at its front end with respect to the axial di-
rection is the first cam face on the front side, and an oval
or any other variant-sectional hole 46 is formed in the
bore of the rotary body. Further, a stepped large-diamet-
ric annular portion whose rearward face has second cam
face 34 directed rearwards is formed in the middle of
rotary body 36 with respect to the axial direction, on the
outer peripheral side thereof. A flange-like bumped fitting
portion 36a is formed on the outer peripheral side at the
rear end of rotary body 36.
[0048] Here, as shown in FIG. 10, crown 12 is a cylin-
drical vessel-like configuration that is closed at one axial
end has an engaging portion 12a formed of bumped steps
in the inner peripheral portion at the rear end. When the
rear end of the rotary body 36 is pushed in from the front
opening of crown 12, the fitting portion fits into the en-
gaging portion 12a. The dimensions of fitting portion 36a
and engaging portion 12a are so specified that crown 12
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can rotate, and is restrained from moving in the axial
direction, relative to rotary body 36.

[Threaded Body 28]

[0049] The threaded body 28 is an approximately hol-
low-cylinder that is formed with a stepped front end part
having a reduced diameter and a stepped rear end part
having an enlargeddiameter, as shown in FIGS. 1 and
5. The front end part is a stepped cylindrical part 28a
reduced in diameter, whose bore is formed with a thread-
ed part 48 of a female thread. First fixed cam face 38 is
formed on the rear side of cylindrical part 28a having
threaded part 48.
[0050] A stepped cylindrical portion 28b having an en-
larged diameter in the rear end part of threaded body 28
is a part into which crown 12 is fitted in so as to be rotat-
able and movable forwards and backwards. In the part
adjacent to the front of cylindrical portion 28b, a plurality
of slits 28c that pass through from the interior to the ex-
terior of threaded body 28 are formed so as to be extend-
ed in the axial direction and a bumped fitting portion 28d
is formed on the outside periphery. Further, a plurality of
grooves 28e extending in the axial direction are formed
on the front outer periphery. Ribs 28f for positioning the
radial position of an aftermentioned spring element 44
are projected inwards and extended in the axial direction
in the front inner periphery of threaded body 28.

[Barrel Body 10]

[0051] As shown in FIG. 4, barrel body 10 has a front
end part 10a that is reduced in diameter. On the inner
peripheral surface, a bumped and step-formed fitting por-
tion 10b is formed at the rear end part, and ribs 10c that
are projected inwards and axially extended are formed
in the middle part more or less closer to the rear. When
threaded body 28 is fitted to barrel body 10, the threaded
body 28 is inserted forwards from the open rear end of
barrel body 10 and advanced and fitted while the ribs 10c
are being fitted to the grooves 28e.
[0052] Further, threaded body 28 is squeezed while
fitting portion 10b is made to pass over the bumps of
fitting portion 28d. At this time, threaded body 28 is ad-
vanced until the stepped enlarged diametric portion of
cylindrical portion 28b abuts the rear end face of barrel
body 10. Since ribs 10c and fitting portion 10b are closely
fitted to grooves 28e and fitting portion 28d, respectively,
threaded body 28 is attached to barrel body 10 in a fixed
relationship with respect to the rotational direction and
axial direction.
[0053] Here, the front space of threaded body 28 of
barrel body 10 forms reservoir 24 for the content.

[Cam Body 42]

[0054] As shown in FIG. 9, the cam body 42 has an
approximately cylindrical hollowed configuration that has

second fixed cam face 40 formed on the front end side,
a projected portion 42a formed on the outer peripheral
side and extended from the middle to the rear and a rear
end part 42b slightly stepped and reduced in diameter.
[0055] As shown in FIG. 1, this cam body 42 being
fitted on the outer periphery of rotary body 36 in a movable
manner, is inserted into threaded body 28 so that pro-
jected portion 42a fits into slit 28c of threaded body 28
and rear end part 42b is engaged inside cylindrical portion
28b. With this arrangement, cam body 42 is fixed so as
not to move in the rotational direction and in the axial
direction relative to threaded body 28. Further, since
threaded body 28 is fixed to barrel body 10 as described
above, cam body 42 is also fixed so as not to move in
the rotational direction and in the axial direction relative
to barrel body 10.

[Spring Element 44]

[0056] As shown in FIG. 1, spring element 44 is dis-
posed inside threaded body 28, between the side of the
projected portion that circularly projected on the periph-
ery of the rotary body 36, opposite to second cam face
34 and the portion that encloses first fixed cam face 38
of threaded body 28. This spring element 44 functions to
urge rotary body 36 rearwards so that second cam face
34 of the rotary body 36 abuts the second fixed cam face
40 so as to be engaged therewith when the pressure on
crown 12 is released.

[Threaded Rod 30 and Piston Body 50]

[0057] As shown in FIG. 6, threaded rod 30 is a bar-
like long part, having a cross-section fitting to variant-
sectional hole 46 of the rotary body 36 and formed with
a male thread 30a. A fitting part 30b that is projected
radially outwards like a flange is formed in the front end
part. Fitted on the front end of the threaded rod 30 is a
piston body 50 that is integrally moved with the threaded
rod 30 in the axial direction so as to be slidable along
barrel body 10.
[0058] As shown in FIGS. 1 and 7, this piston body 50
includes a main part 50a that slides along the inner wall
of reservoir 24, a hollowed cylindrical part 50b that is
extended rearwards from main part 50a and a bumped
fitting part 50c inside hollowed cylindrical part 50b. Fitting
part 30b at the front end of threaded rod 30 is fitted into
this fitting part 50c of the piston body 50 so that the former
is rotatable, and restrained from moving forward and
backward, relative to the latter. In this condition, piston
body 50 is arranged so as to be movable forward and
backward inside reservoir 24 of barrel body 10.
[0059] As shown in FIG. 1, the rotary body 36 is formed
with oval sectional or any other variant-sectional hole 46.
Threaded body 28 having threaded part 48 of a female
thread and first fixed cam face 38 is fixed to barrel body
10. Threaded rod 30, having a sectional shape that fits
with variant-sectional hole 46 of the rotary body 36, and
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formed with male thread 30a on the outer peripheral side
thereof, is screw-fitted to the threaded part of the thread-
ed body 28 and arranged so as to penetrate through var-
iant-sectional hole 46 of the rotary body 36. Under this
condition, threaded rod 30 is rotated by rotation of the
rotary body 36. This rotation causes piston body 50 to
advance inside reservoir 24 to feed the liquid content
such as cosmetics etc. to brush head 22 as the applying
part inside front barrel 20.
[0060] First fixed cam face 38 and second fixed cam
face 40 oppose the first cam face 32 and second cam
face 34, respectively and are arranged in barrel body 10
so as to be fixed with respect to the axial direction and
the rotational direction.
[0061] First fixed cam face 38 and second fixed cam
face 40, and the first cam face 32 and the second cam
face 34 will be described in detail with reference to FIG.
3. In FIG. 3, for convenience of explanation and illustra-
tion, only one tooth is depicted for the first cam face 32
and second cam face 34. However, in the first embodi-
ment, a plurality of teeth are formed as shown in FIG. 8.
Of course, if teeth are closely and contiguously without
gap formed on one of the cam faces that oppose each
other, the number of teeth on the other cam face may be
one or plural.
[0062] Detailedly, first cam face 32 and first fixed cam
face 38 have a plurality of first teeth 32a and 38a, re-
spectively, formed with the same pitch in the predeter-
mined rotational direction of rotary body 36, each of first
teeth 32a and 38a having a slope 32a1 or 38a1 that is
inclined forwards (downwards in the front view in FIG. 3)
relative to the predetermined rotational direction (left-
ward in the front view in FIG. 3).
[0063] Second cam face 34 and second fixed cam face
40 have a plurality of second teeth 34a and 40a, respec-
tively, formed with the same pitch in the predetermined
rotational direction of rotary body 36, each of second
teeth 34a and 40a having a slope 34a1 or 40a1 that is
inclined rearwards (upwards in the front view in FIG. 3)
relative to the predetermined rotational direction (left-
ward in the front view in FIG. 3). Here, in the first embod-
iment, the pitch of first cam face 32 and first fixed cam
face 38 and the pitch of second cam face 34 and second
fixed cam face 40 are formed to be equal to each other.
When the cam faces opposing each other have different
numbers of teeth, it would be sufficient if the pitch of teeth
of one of first cam face 32 and first fixed cam face 38 is
the same as the pitch of teeth of one of second cam face
34 and second fixed cam face 40.
[0064] In a state where first cam face 32 of the rotary
body 36 is put in mesh with first fixed cam face 38 by the
pressing force, as first cam face 32 is guided along for-
ward-inclined surface 38a1 of the tooth 38a (see FIGS.
3(b) to (c)), the rotary body 36 moves forwards and turns
in the predetermined direction.
[0065] On the other hand, as the aforementioned-
pressing force is released, second cam face 34 of the
rotary body 36 being kept in mesh with second fixed cam

face 40 is guided along rearward-inclined surface 40a1
of the tooth 40a (see FIGS. 3(d) to (e)), so that the rotary
body 36 moves rearwards and turns in the predetermined
direction. Thus, the mechanical assembly A is construct-
ed so as to actuate rotational movement by the cams
operating as above, and so that rotation of rotary body
36 causes the threaded rod 30 to rotate.
[0066] Here, in the state where first cam face 32 of the
rotary body 36 is in mesh with the first fixed cam face 38
(see FIG. 3(c)), the second cam face 34 on the rotary
body 36 side and the second fixed cam face 40 are set
in such a relationship as to be shifted out of phase from
each other by half of one cam tooth with respect to the
rotational direction. On the other hand, in the state where
second cam face 34 in the rotary body 36 side is in mesh
with the second fixed cam face 40 (see FIG. 3(e)), the
first cam face 32 on the rotary body 36 side and the first
fixed cam face 38 are set in such a relationship as to be
shifted out of phase from each other by half of one cam
tooth with respect to the rotational direction.
[0067] Further, spring element 44 that urges rotary
body 36 rearwards is provided in order to bring second
cam face 34 of the rotary body 36 into contact and in
mesh with the second fixed cam face 40 when the pres-
sure is released.
[0068] In sum, the clicking type dispensing container
has a configuration including: in the hollow of the thread-
ed body 28, annularly formed rotary body 36 having first
cam face 32 that meshes the first fixed cam face 38 in
the front part and the second cam face 34 in the rear part
thereof and variant-sectional hole 46 formed in the bore
at the front; spring element 44 disposed between the ro-
tary body 36 and the threaded body 28 for urging rotary
body 36 rearwards with respect to threaded body 28; and
cam body 42 having second fixed cam face 40 meshing
second cam face 34 of the rotary body 36 and fixed in
the rear part of the threaded body 28, so as to hold the
rotary body 36 from the front and rear between the thread-
ed body 28 and the cam body 42 and urge the rotary
body 36 toward the cam body 42 by the spring element
44.
[0069] Further, variant-sectional threaded rod 30 hav-
ing a thread on the outer peripheral side is screw-fitted
to threaded part 48 of the threaded body 28. The threaded
rod 30 and the rotary body 36 are movable in the axial
direction and locked with respect to the rotational direc-
tion due to variant-sectional hole 46 of the rotary body
36. Fitted to the front end of the threaded rod 30 is piston
body 50 that is slidable along barrel body 10 and integrally
moves with the threaded rod 30 in the axial direction.
[0070] Moreover, the crown 12 is arranged at the rear
of the rotary body 36 in such a manner as to be rotatable
and locked with respect to the axial direction.
[0071] As shown in FIG. 3, in the state where first cam
face 32 of the rotary body 36 is put in mesh with the first
fixed cam face 38, the second cam face 34 on the rotary
body 36 side and the second fixed cam face 40 are set
in such a relationship as to be shifted out of phase from
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each other by half of one cam tooth with respect to the
rotational direction, and in the state where second cam
face 34 of the rotary body 36 is in mesh with the second
fixed cam face 40, the first cam face 32 on the rotary
body 36 side and the first fixed cam face are set in such
a relationship as to be shifted out of phase from each
other by half of one cam tooth with respect to the rota-
tional direction.
[0072] Next, the operation of the above-described first
embodiment will be described.
[0073] FIGS. 3 (a) to (e) show the scheme of the mutual
motion of first cam face 32 and second cam face 34 of
rotary body 36, first fixed cam face 38 of threaded body
28 and second fixed cam face 40 of cam body 42.
[0074] In the initial state shown in FIG. 1 where crown
12 is not clicked (pressed) (shown by code FO in FIG.
3), rotary body 36 is pushed upward against the cam
body 42 side as indicated by arrow U, by spring element
44 so that second cam face 34 of rotary body 36 and
second fixed cam face 40 of cam body 42 are meshing
each other. In this state, second cam face 34 of rotary
body 36 is located with its peak and first cam face 32
residing on the same line parallel to the axial direction
and is shifted out of phase from first fixed cam face 38
of threaded body 28 by half of the pitch.
[0075] Next, as shown in FIG. 2, crown 12 is pushed
in the axial direction to start clicking.
[0076] As clicking begins, the state changes from FIG.
3 (a) to FIG. 3(b) (clicked state 1: shown by code NK1).
Specifically, crown 12 and rotary body 36 start to inte-
grally move forwards as spring element 44 is com-
pressed, so that second cam face 34 of rotary body 36
goes away from second fixed cam face 40 of cam body
42.
[0077] As clinking is further continued, first cam face
32 of rotary body 36 abuts first fixed cam face 38 of
threaded body 28, at a position out of phase by half of
the pitch, as shown in FIG. 3(b).
[0078] As shown in FIG. 3(c), a further pressure is ap-
plied from this state of abutment (clicked state 2: shown
by code NK2), slope 32a1 of tooth 32a of first cam face
32 of rotary body 36 moves sliding over slope 38a1 of
tooth 38a of first fixed cam face 38 of threaded body 28
so that rotary body 36 moves forwards whilst rotating in
the predetermined direction until wall 32a2 of the tooth
32a abuts wall 38a2 of tooth 38a of first fixed cam face
38 (shown in FIG. 3 (c)). During this, crown 12 itself will
not rotate since rotary body 36 is attached to crown 12
in a rotatable manner.
[0079] With the rotation of rotary body 36 at the time
of clicking, threaded rod 30 that penetrates through var-
iant-sectional hole 46 located at the front end of rotary
body 36, can hence axially move but is restricted from
rotating relative to rotary body 36, integrally rotates with
rotary body 36. Since threaded rod 30 is screw-fitted with
threaded part 48 of threaded body 28, the threaded rod
moves forwards with piston body 50 so that the content
of reservoir 24 is dispensed.

[0080] From this state, clicking is released.
[0081] Release of clicking is performed as spring ele-
ment 44 disposed inside threaded body 28 moves up
rotary body 36. At this time, second cam face 34 of rotary
body 36 starts moving rearwards with its position out of
phase relative to the cam part of cam body 42 by half of
the pitch.
[0082] As release of clinking is further continued, sec-
ond cam face 34 of rotary body 36 abuts second fixed
cam face 40 of cam body 42, as shown in FIG. 3 (d) (click-
released state 1: shown by code UNK1) and then, as
shown in FIG. 3 (e), slope 34a1 of tooth 34a of second
cam face 34 of rotary body 36 is moved by pushup force
of spring element 44, sliding over slope 40a1 of tooth 40a
of second fixed cam face 40 of cam body 42 (click-re-
leased state 2: shown by code UNK2) so that the rotary
body rotates and retracts to the position where wall 34a2
of tooth 34a of second cam face 34 abuts wall 40a2 of
tooth 40a of second fixed cam face 40. Also during this
rotation, threaded rod 30 being rotated as above, moves
forwards with piston body 50 to dispense the content.
[0083] When the above clicking operation is repeated,
the clicking motion and releasing motion in the axial di-
rection are transformed into rotational force so as to ro-
tate threaded rod 30 and thrust piston body 50 forwards,
whereby it is possible to dispense a fixed amount of the
content.
[0084] In addition, since the strength of the rotational
force for initial rotation depends on the pressing force, it
is possible to easily deal with a case where force greater
than a certain level is needed for initial rotation because
of sticking of piston body 50 or the like.
[0085] It should be noted that the clicking type dispens-
ing container of the present invention is not limited to the
above embodiment. It is, of course, possible to make
various changes therein without departing from the scope
of the gist of the invention.
[0086] In the first embodiment, eachpart is preferably
formed of a resin molding. It is preferable that the barrel
body is formed of PP, the rotary body of POM, the cam
body of ABS, the threaded body of ABS and the crown
of PC.
[0087] Also, in the first embodiment, first cam face 32
of rotary body 36 and first fixed cam face 38 of threaded
body 28 as well as second cam face 34 of the rotary body
and second fixed cam face 40 of cam body 42, are all
formed with a plurality of teeth arranged with the same
pitch. However, the present invention is not limited to this
configuration. One of the first cam face and the first fixed
cam face may be formed of a plurality of first teeth which
each have a slope inclined forwards with respect to the
predetermined rotational direction and which are ar-
ranged with an identical pitch along the predetermined
rotational direction while one of the second cam face and
the second fixed cam face may be formed of a plurality
of second teeth which each have a slope inclined rear-
wards with respect to the predetermined rotational direc-
tion and which are arranged with an identical pitch along
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the predetermined rotational direction. That is, the
present invention may include a configuration in which
one of the opposing cam faces is formed with a plurality
of teeth while the other is formed of, other than a cam
face, or a body having a circular section at the tip, or a
roller body, which can be easily guided by the cam face.
[0088] Next, a clicking type dispensing mechanism ac-
cording to the present invention will be described based
on the second embodiment shown in the drawings.
[0089] FIGS. 11 to 21 are illustrative views of a clicking
type dispensing mechanism according to the second em-
bodiment.
[0090] That is, FIGS. 11 to 14 show overall sectional
representation of a clicking type dispensing container ac-
cording to the second embodiment and enlarged views
of its mechanical assembly. FIG. 11 shows a state before
the rear end of a clicking body is pressed. FIGS. 12 to
14 are similar sectional views showing each step of op-
eration.
[0091] FIGS. 15(a) to (f) are illustrative views of the
clicking mechanism of the above dispensing container,
FIGS. 16 (a) and (b) are a perspective view and vertical
sectional view of a barrel body, FIGS. 17(a), (b), (c) and
(d) are a front perspective view, rear perspective view,
side view and vertical sectional view of a piston, FIGS.
18(a), (b), (c) and (d) are a front perspective view, rear
perspective view, side view and vertical sectional view
of a threaded body, FIGS. 19(a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) are
a front perspective view, rear perspective view, side view,
vertical sectional view and front view of a rotary body,
FIGS. 20(a), (b), (c) and (d) are a front perspective view,
rear perspective view, side view and vertical sectional
view of a clicking body, and FIG. 21(a) and (b) are a side
view and a sectional view cut along line A-A of a threaded
rod.
[0092] The clicking type dispensing container accord-
ing to the second embodiment is a container that can
dispense the content by pressing a rear end part 112 of
a clicking body 132 arranged at the rear end of a barrel
body 110, forwards in the axial direction, and has struc-
ture, including a mechanical assembly 1A that transforms
the pressing force acting on rear end part 112 of clicking
body 132 into rotational force, and dispensing the content
inside barrel body 110 by advancing a threaded rod 128
by the transformed rotational force.
[0093] Attached to the front end 110a of barrel body
110 are a joint 114, pipe joint 116, pipe 118, front barrel
120 and brush head 122 . The content dispensed from
a content reservoir 124 of barrel body 110 passes through
pipe 118 to be ejected to the front end of brush head 122.
Also, this container is formed so that a cap 126 can be
fitted after use.
[0094] Specifically, as shown in FIG. 11, barrel body
110 has a stepped small-diametric portion forming a front
end 110a, viewed in the axial direction. Cylindrical joint
114 and pipe joint 116 covered by the rear part of front
barrel 120, are inserted into front end 110a. Brush head
122 in the form of a writing tip formed of a large number

of bundled fibers or of a continuous porous body, is held
as an applying element at the front part of pipe joint 116
inside the front part of front barrel 120.
[0095] Joint 114 has an approximately cylindrical
shape with its front end enlarged in diameter, and is fitted
into front end 110a of barrel body 110. Pipe joint 116 is
inserted into the front opening of joint 114 from the front
side. Pipe 118 for feeding liquid from reservoir 124 toward
brush head 122 is inserted into, and supported by, this
pipe joint 116. Cap 126 is fitted to front end 110a so as
to cover brush head 122 and front barrel 120.
[0096] The mechanical assembly 1A for transforming
the pressing force acting on rear end part 112 of the click-
ing body 132 into rotational force is essentially composed
of clicking body 132 having a cam face 130, a rotary body
138 having a first cam face 134 and second cam face
136 and a threaded body 144 having a cam face 140 and
a spring 146, all being inserted into barrel body 110.
[0097] Clicking body 132 includes cam face 130 having
serrated notches and projections formed on the front face
of the clicking body 132, has an integrated configuration
from the portion having cam face 130 of the clicking body
132 to the rear end part 112. The clicking body 132 as a
whole is slidable in the axial direction as the rear end part
112 is pressed in the axial direction, and is arranged in
barrel body 110 with its rearward movement and rota-
tional movement restrained.
[0098] Specifically, in clicking body 132, a cylindrical
insert part 132a having a smaller diameter is formed ex-
tending forwards via a step from rear end part 112 forming
a large diametric part of clicking body 132, as shown in
FIG. 20, and the front end of insert part 132a is formed
with cam face 130. Formed on the side of insert part 132a
are a pair of projected portions 132b, 132b while a pair
of slits 132c, 132c that communicate the interior with the
exterior are formed between these projected portions
132b. Projected portions 132b, 132b fit into aftermen-
tioned slits 144c, 144c of threaded part 144 (see FIGS.
11 and 18) so as to provide the function of permitting
relative movement in the axial direction within a fixed
range and restraining rotational movement.

[Rotary Body 138]

[0099] As shown in FIG. 19, rotary body 138 has an
approximately annular rotational configuration in which
first cam face 134 having notches and projections formed
on the rear end face so as to be directed rearwards in
the axial direction and second cam face 136 having
notches and projections formed on the front end face so
as to be directed forwards in the axial direction, and is
arranged in barrel body 110 in a rotatable manner such
that the first cam face 134 opposes cam face 130 of the
clicking body 132 (see FIG. 11).
[0100] As shown in FIGS. 11 and 19, rotary body 138
has first cam face 134 and second cam face 136 formed
at the rear and front ends, respectively, with respect to
the axial direction. A variant-shaped hole 138a of an ap-
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proximately elliptical, oval shape or the like that enables
threaded rod 128 to be fixed in the rotational direction
and move in the axial direction is formed in the front part
of the rotary body, where the interior is stepped and made
smaller in diameter.
[0101] Here, a step 138b is formed in the front end part
inside the rotary body 138 on which the front end of spring
146 is abutted when spring 146 is attached.

[Threaded Body 144]

[0102] As shown in FIGS. 11 and 18, threaded body
144 as a whole, has an approximately cylindrical config-
uration having a threaded part 142 formed in a bore in
the front end so as to screw fit with threaded rod 128 and
a cam face 140 having notches and projections formed
on the rear end face of the threaded part 142 so as to be
directed rearwards in the axial direction, and fixed to bar-
rel body 110 with respect to the rotational direction such
that the cam face 140 opposes second cam face 136 of
the rotary body 138.
[0103] Specifically, threaded body 144 is, as a whole,
an overall cylinder, having a stepped inward thick wall in
the front end part thereof so that threaded part (female
thread) 142 to be screw-fitted with threaded rod 128 is
formed in the bore, and having a hollow behind threaded
part 142. Fixture of threaded body 144 to barrel body 110
with respect to the axial direction is created by fitting an
annularly bumped fitting portion 110b formed on the inner
periphery in the rear part of barrel body 110 into annular
fitting projection 114a at the rear of threaded body 144
while fixture with respect to the relative rotational direc-
tion is created by fitting ribs 110c that are projected so
as to extend in the axial direction inside barrel body 110
into grooves 144b extending in the axial direction on the
outer periphery in the front part of threaded body 144, in
an axially movable manner. In the middle of threaded
body 144, a pair of window-like slits 144c, 144c that open
from the hollow interior to the outside are formed. As
shown in FIGS. 11 and 18, projected portion 132b, 132b
of clicking body 132 that are shorter in the axial direction
than slits 144c, 144c are fitted in these slits 144c, 144 so
that clicking body 132 is movable in the axial direction
within a fixed range and fixed in the rotational direction,
relative to threaded body 144.
[0104] Inserted further into threaded body 144 at-
tached inside barrel body 110 are rotary body 138, spring
146 and clicking body 132, as shown in FIGS. 11, 19 and
20.
[0105] Spring 146 is disposed between the clicking
body 132 and the rotary body 138 and applies force to
constantly press second cam face 136 of the rotary body
138 against the cam face 140 of the threaded body 144
so as to keep these cam faces meshing each other. As
shown in FIG. 20, a step 132d forming a stepped portion
reduced in diameter is formed at a halfway position on
the inner surface of the hollow of insert part 132a of click-
ing body 132. As shown in FIG. 19, step 138b is formed

around variant-shaped hole 138a inside rotary body 138.
As shown in FIG. 11, spring 146 is interposed between
the rearward face of step 138b of rotary body 138 and
the forward face of step 132d of clicking body 132 so that
this spring 146 urges rotary body 138 forwards and click-
ing body 132 rearwards.
[0106] Rotary body 138 is inserted into threaded body
144 from the rear opening, and spring 146 is inserted.
Then clicking body 132 is inserted from their behind with
projected portions 132b, 132b fitted into slits 144c, form-
ing such a structure that clicking body 132 can move
forwards and backwards relative to threaded body 144
within a fixed range and is fixed in the rotational direction.

[Threaded Rod 128]

[0107] The front end of threaded rod 128 is structured
with a piston 148 for pushing out the content in barrel
body 110, being attached in such a manner as to be sl-
idable inside barrel body 110 and rotatable relative to
threaded rod 128.
[0108] Threaded rod 128 is a solid structure free from
hollow therein, formed by partly cutting out the peripheral
side so as to have a variant cross-section of an approx-
imately oval shape, as shown in FIG. 21. The shape of
the cross-section of threaded rod 128 is formed by cutting
out part of the circumferential side so as to correspond
to the cross-section of variant-shaped hole 138a at the
front end of the rotary body 138, creating a structure that
fixes movement of threaded rod 128 and rotary body 138
in the mutual rotational direction and enables relative
movement in the axial direction when threaded rod 128
is inserted into the rotary body. The peripheral surface
of threaded rod 128, the area other than the cut-out part,
is formed with a male thread 128a along the arcs.
[0109] Threaded rod 128 is inserted through variant-
shaped hole 138a of rotary body 138 so as to create a
state in which threaded rod 128 is integrally rotated with,
and relatively moveable in the axial direction to, rotary
body 138. Further, male thread 128a on the outside part
of threaded rod 128 is screw-fitted with the threaded part
142 with a female thread in the bore of threaded body
144. A projected or flange-like fitting portion 128b is
formed at the front end of threaded rod 128. Attached to
this fitting portion 128b at the front end of threaded rod
128 is piston 148 for pushing out the content in barrel
body 110 as described below, that can slide along the
inner wall of reservoir 124 inside barrel body 110 and is
relatively rotatable to threaded rod 128.

[Piston 148]

[0110] In order to dispense the content such as a fluid
cosmetic etc. in reservoir 124 inside barrel body 110 by
use of the advancing force of threaded rod 128, piston
148 is disposed inside reservoir 124 so as to be slidable
forwards and rearwards. As shown in FIG. 17, piston 148
is comprised of a main part 148a having an H-shaped
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section and a cylindrical support 148b that is projectively
formed from the main body 148a toward the rear so as
to receive fitting part 128b at the front end of threaded
rod 128, therein. Inside cylindrical support 148b, the mid-
dle part is projected inwards, narrowing the diameter (fit-
ted part 148c) so that fitting part 128b at the front end of
threaded rod 128 passes over fitted part 148c, creating
tight fitting. With this arrangement, piston 148 is held by
threaded rod 128 in a relatively rotatable manner.

[Each Cam Face]

[0111] Now, the configurations of cam face 130 of the
clicking body 132, first cam face 134 and second cam
face 136 of rotary body 138, cam face 140 of threaded
body 144 will be described.
[0112] As shown in FIGS. 15, 18 to 20, cam face 130
of the clicking body 132 and first cam face 134 of rotary
body 138 are formed with slopes 130a and 134a, respec-
tively, which are each inclined rearwards (toward the bar-
rel’s rear) relative to the predetermined rotational direc-
tion (the direction of arrow L in FIG. 15(a) in the second
embodiment) while second cam face 136 of the rotary
body 138 and cam face 140 of threaded body 144 are
formed with slopes 136a and 140a, respectively, which
each are inclined rearwards relative to the predetermined
rotational direction. The inclined angle θ1 of slopes 130a
and 134a is formed to be greater or steeper than the
inclined angle θ2 of slopes 136a and 140a (θ1>θ2).
[0113] In the above arrangement, when clicking body
132 is pushed to advance, cam face 130 of clicking body
132 abuts first cam face 134 of rotary body 138 and sec-
ond cam face 136 of rotary body 138 abuts cam face 140
of threaded body 144. When clicking body 132 ispressed-
fromthis state, rotary body 138 will rotate in the prede-
termined rotational direction with cam face 130 of clicking
body 132 sliding over first cam face 134 and second cam
face 136 sliding over cam face 140 of threaded body 144,
due to the difference (θ1>θ2) between the inclined angle
θ1 of the slopes 130a and 134a and the inclined angle
θ2 of the slopes 136a and 140a.
[0114] Further, as shown in FIG. 15, the associated
notches and projections of cam face 130 of the clicking
body 132 and first cam face 134 of rotary body 138, as
well as the associated notches and projections of second
cam face 136 of rotary body 138 and cam face 140 of
threaded body 144, are formed with the same pitch or
with pitches related by a multiplication of an even number.
Further, cam face 130 of clicking body 132, first cam face
134 and second cam face 136 of the rotary body 138,
and cam face 140 of threaded body 144 are configured
in such a relationship that, when second cam face 136
of the rotary body 138 and cam face 140 of threaded
body 144 are meshing each other, the cam notches and
projections of first cam face 134 of the rotary body 138
and cam face 130 of the clicking body 132 are out of
phase from each other with respect to the rotational di-
rection, whereas, when cam face 130 of the clicking body

132 and first cam face 134 of the rotary body 138 are
meshing each other, the camnotches and proj ections of
second cam face 136 of the rotary body 138 and cam
face 140 of the threaded body 144 are out of phase from
each other with respect to the rotational direction. The
differences in phase fall within a range in which when
one pair of the associated cams are meshing, the peak
of first cam face 134 and the peak of second cam face
136 will not reside on an identical straight line that is
parallel to the axial direction.
[0115] Further, as shown in FIG. 15, when first cam
face 134 of the rotary body 138 has meshed cam face
130 of the clicking body 132, second cam face 136 of the
rotary body 138 rotates by sliding over cam face 140 of
the threaded body 144 (see (b) to (c)), and second cam
face 136 is retained when the peak thereof passes over
the peak of cam face 140 of the threaded body 144 (see
(d) to (e)).
[0116] Detailedly, cam face 130 of the clicking body
132 forms one pitch from the wall face that rises steeply
forwards (towards the barrel’s front end) via the front end
peak to the rearward-inclined slope 130a, along the pre-
determined rotational direction.
[0117] First cam face 134 of rotary body 138 forms one
pitch from slope 134a inclined rearwards (toward the bar-
rel’s rear end) to the wall face that falls steeply rearwards
from the rear end peak, along the predetermined rota-
tional direction.
[0118] Second cam face 136 of rotary body 138 forms
one pitch from the wall face that rises steeply forwards
(towards the barrel’ front end) via the front end peak to
the slope 136a inclined rearwards, along the predeter-
mined rotational direction.
[0119] Cam face 140 of threaded body 144 forms one
pitch from slope 140a inclined rearwards (toward the bar-
rel’s rear end) and slope 140b forwards from the rear end
peak, along the predetermined rotational direction.
[0120] The clicking body 132 is pressed and advanced
whilst spring 146 disposed between the rotary body 138
and the clicking body 132 is being compressed, whereby
first cam face 134 of the rotary body 138 is slid along the
slope of cam face 130 of the clicking body 132 while
second cam face 136 of the rotary body 138 is slid along
cam face 140 of the threaded body 144. The rotary body
138 rotates whilst moving rearwards opposing spring 146
disposed between the rotary body 138 and the clicking
body 132. With this rotation, the front end peak of second
cam face 136 of the rotary body 138 passes over the rear
end peak of cam face 140 of the threaded body 144 and
is positioned partway on slope 140 inclined forwards
while the wall portion of first cam face 134 of the rotary
body 138 abuts the wall portion of cam face 130 of the
clicking body 132 so as to prevent a further rotation,
whereby second cam face 136 of the rotary body 138 is
suspended on cam face 140 of the threaded body 144
until release of clinking.
[0121] In the clicking type dispensing mechanism ac-
cording to the second embodiment thus constructed, joint
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114, pipe joint 116, pipe 118, front barrel 120 and brush
head 122 are attached to the front end side of barrel body
110 that holds the content. The content dispensed from
content reservoir 124 of barrel body 110 passes through
pipe 118 and ejected to the front end of brush head 122.
Also, this container is formed so that cap 126 can be
fitted after use.
[0122] As described above, in the clicking type dis-
pensing container of the second embodiment shown in
FIG. 11, mechanical assembly 1A for transformation into
rotational force is provided at the rear end of barrel body
110.
[0123] The mechanical assembly 1A for transforma-
tion is composed of piston 148 shown in FIG. 17, thread-
ed body 144 shown in FIG. 18, the cam body in FIG. 19
and clicking body 132 shown in FIG. 20. Approximately
cylindrical threaded body 144 having threaded part 142
in the bore and cam face 140 in the rear is fixed to ap-
proximately cylindrical barrel body 110 including content
reservoir 124 so as to be restrained from rotating relative
to barrel body 110 by engagement between ribs 110c of
barrel body 110 and grooves 144b of threaded body 144
and also restrained frommoving in the axial direction by
engagement between fitting portion 110b of barrel body
110 and fitting projection 144a of threaded body 144.
[0124] Threaded rod 128 that has a variant-shaped
section with male thread 128a on the outer peripheral
side thereof is screw-fitted into threaded part 142 of
threaded body 144 in such a state that the front end of
threaded rod 128 is projected out from the front end of
threaded body 144. In this state, piston 148 that slides
in the bore of barrel body 110 to thrust out the content is
rotatably attached to front end fitting portion 128b of
threaded rod 128. Rotary body 138 is rotatably arranged
inside threaded body 144 in such a position that second
cam face 136 of rotary body 138 is directed opposing
cam face 140 of threaded body 144. Variant-shaped hole
138a is formed inside rotary body 138. This variant-
shaped hole 138a restrains rotation of threaded rod 128
and permits movement in the axial direction.
[0125] This variant-shaped hole 138a enables integral
rotation of threaded rod 128 with rotary body 138 when
rotary body 138 rotates. Since the inclined angle θ1 of
slope 134a of first cam face 134 of rotary body 138 is
steeper than the inclined angle θ2 of slope 136a of sec-
ond cam face 136, the force required for rotating first cam
face 134 and that for second cam face 136 are different.
[0126] Further, since spring 146 is inserted from the
rear into interior step 138b of rotary body 138 while click-
ing body 134 is assembled from the rear of threaded body
144 with projections 132b of clicking body 132 fitted in
slits 144c of the threaded body 144, clicking body 132
and rotary body 138 are urged by spring 146 disposed
therebetween. Since clicking body 132 is restrained from
moving rearwards by slits 144c of threaded body 144,
rotary body 138 is constantly pressed against threaded
body 144 by the force of spring 146. Further, clicking
body 132 is also restrained from turning in the rotational

direction by slits 144c of the threaded body, and cam
face 140 of threaded body 144 and cam face 130 of click-
ing body 132 are laid out to be out of phase from each
other.
[0127] Next, the operation will be described. (FIG. 15
shows the scheme of the operation). In the initial state
(where rear end part 112 of clicking body 132 is not
pressed), projected portions 132b of clicking body 132
are pressed by the rear end face of slits 144c of threaded
body 144 by the force of spring 146, at the same time
rotary body 138 is also pressed by threaded body 144.
At this time, second cam face 136 of rotary body 138 is
set in mesh with cam face 140 of threaded body 144.
[0128] From this state, the rear end of clicking body
132 starts being clicked by pressing thereof, clicking body
132 moves forwards as spring 146 is compressed.
[0129] As clicking is further continued, cam face 130
of clicking body 132 abuts first cam face 134 of rotary
body 138, being positioned out of phase therewith (see
FIGS. 12 and 15(b)).
[0130] When a further clicking is continued from the
state in which cam face 130 of clicking body 132 is abut-
ting first cam face 134 of rotary body 138, rotary body
138 begins to rotate by sliding over slope 130a of cam
face 130 of clicking body 132 and slope 140a of cam face
140 of threaded body 144 (see FIGS. 13 and 15(c)). At
this time, the angles of the slopes of cam face 130 on
the clicking body 132 side and cam face 140 on the
threaded body 144 side are made different so that the
rotational force on the clicking body 132 side becomes
greater than the rotational force on threaded body 144
side.
[0131] With this rotation, threaded rod 128 rotates in-
tegrally with rotary body 138 so as to advance piston 148
to thereby dispense the content inside reservoir 124.
[0132] As clicking is further continued, the peak of sec-
ond cam face 136 of rotary body 138 climbs over the
peak of cam face 140 of threaded body 144 and is moved
forwards as sliding and rotating along slope 140b of cam
face 140 of threaded body 144, by the force of spring
146. At this time, rotary body 138 becomes engaged with
cam face 130 of clicking body 132 while being out of
phase from cam face 140 of threaded body 144. Even
under this condition, rotary body 138 is rotating, so that
the content keeps being dispensed (see FIG. 13 and
FIGS. 15(d) to (e)).
[0133] Clicking reaches the forward limit at the state in
which clicking body 132 is engaged with the cam of rotary
body 138. Clicking is released from this condition, clicking
body 132 retracts and returns to the initial position (see
FIG. 14 and FIGS. 15(e) to (f)). Since rotary body 138 is
constantly pressed against threaded body 144 by spring
146, slope 136a of second cam face 136 of rotary body
138 rotates sliding along cam face 140 of threaded body
144 and becomes in mesh with cam face 140 of threaded
body 144. As a result, the same positional relationship
as the initial state (FIG. 15 (a)) in which the peak of first
cam face 134 of rotary body 138 and the peak of cam
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face 130 of clicking body 132 are positioned out of phase
from each other, is restored.
[0134] When the above clicking operation is repeated,
the clicking motion in the axial direction is transformed
into rotational force so as to rotate threaded rod 128 and
push piston body 148 forwards, whereby it is possible to
dispense a fixed amount of the content with a minimum
number of parts.
[0135] It should be noted that the clicking type dispens-
ing container of the present invention is not limited to the
above embodiment. It is, of course, possible to make
various changes therein without departing from the scope
of the gist of the invention.
[0136] In the second embodiment, each part is prefer-
ably formed of a resin molding. It is preferable that barrel
body 110 is formed of PP, rotary body 138 of POM,
threaded body 144 of ABS, and clicking body 132 of PC.
[0137] Further, in the second embodiment, the asso-
ciated notches and projections of cam face 130 of the
clicking body 132 and first cam face 134 of rotary body
138, as well as the associated notches and projections
of second cam face 136 of rotary body 138 and cam face
140 of threaded body 144, are formed with multiple teeth
arranged with the same pitch. However, the present in-
vention should not be limited to this configuration. That
is, one of cam face 130 of the clicking body 132 and first
cam face 134 of rotary body 138 and one of second cam
face 136 of the rotary body 138 and cam face 140 of
threaded body 144 are formed with the first slope and
second slope that are inclined toward one side in the
axial direction with respect to the predetermined rotation-
al direction of rotary body 138. That is, the present in-
vention may include a configuration in which one of the
opposing cam faces is formed with a plurality of teeth
while the other is formed of, other than a cam face, or a
body with a circular section at the tip, or a roller body,
which can be easily guided by the cam face.
[0138] Next, a clicking type dispensing container ac-
cording to this invention will be described based on the
third embodiment shown in the drawings.
[0139] FIG. 22 to 32 are illustrative views of a clicking
type dispensing container according to the third embod-
iment.
[0140] Specifically, FIGS. 22(a) and (b) are illustrative
views of a clicking type dispensing container according
to the third embodiment of the present invention, showing
an overall appearance view and a vertical sectional view
of the clicking type dispensing container in a state where
a crown is not pressed. FIG. 23 is an enlarged sectional
view showing the clicking mechanical assembly in the
clicking type dispensing container shown in FIG. 22 in a
state where the crown is not pressed. FIG. 24 is an en-
larged sectional view showing the clicking mechanical
assembly in the clicking type dispensing container shown
in FIG. 22 in a state where the crown is pressed. FIGS.
25(a) to (f) are operational illustrative views of the clicking
mechanical assembly of the clicking type dispensing con-
tainer.

[0141] FIGS. 26(a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) are a front per-
spective view, rear perspective view, side view, vertical
sectional view and front view of a rotary body. FIGS. 27
(a), (b) and (c) are a front perspective view, side view
and vertical sectional view of a crown. FIGS. 28(a), (b),
(c) and (d) are a front perspective view, rear perspective
view and vertical sectional view of a threaded body and
an enlarged sectional view around a threaded part. FIGS.
29(a) and (b) are a perspective view and vertical sectional
view of a barrel body. FIGS. 30(a), (b), (c) and (d) are a
front perspective view, rear perspective view, side view
and vertical sectional view ofacambody. FIGS. 31 (a) and
(b) are a side view and sectional view cut along line X-X
of a threaded rod. FIGS. 32 (a),(b) and (c) are a front
perspective view, rear perspective view and vertical sec-
tional view of a piston body.
[0142] As shown in FIG. 22, the clicking type dispens-
ing container according to the third embodiment is a con-
tainer that can dispense the content by pressing a crown
212 disposed at the rear end of a barrel body 210, for-
wards in the axial direction, and has a structure, including
a mechanical assembly 2A that transforms the pressing
force acting on crown 212 by user’ clicking operation into
rotational force, a threaded body 228 fixed to barrel body
210 and a threaded rod 230 screw-fitted into threaded
body 228, and dispensing the content by advancing the
threaded rod 230 through threaded body 228 (hence ad-
vancing a piston body 250 fitted at the front end of thread-
ed body 230) when threaded rod 230 is turned by the
rotational force transformed by the mechanical assembly
2A .
[0143] Attached to the front end at 210a of barrel body
210 in the clicking type dispensing container, are a joint
214, pipe joint 216, pipe 218, front barrel 220 and brush
head 222. The content (liquid such as a fluid cosmetic or
the like in the third embodiment) dispensed from a con-
tent reservoir 224 of barrel body 210 passes through pipe
218 to be ejected to the front end of brush head 222.
Also, this container is formed so that a cap 226 can be
fitted after use. Here, in FIG. 22, 224a designates a con-
tent agitating ball in reservoir 224, 226a an inner cap,
226b a spring for urging the rear of the inner cap, 226c
a stopper for confining the passage of the content to pipe
218 and its downstream when not in use. At the rear end
of pipe 218, a seal ball 224b is arranged closely inside
the bore of joint 214 so that the content will not flow into
pipe 218 when unused. When used, stopper 226c is
pulled out from barrel body 210, and front barrel 220 is
pushed in toward the rear end so that seal ball 224b is
removed from the bore of joint 214, whereby the content
flows into pipe 218 and can be applied.
[0144] Specifically, as shown in FIGS. 22 and 29, bar-
rel body 210 has a stepped small-diametric portion form-
ing front end part 210a, viewed in the axial direction. Cy-
lindrical joint 214 and pipe joint 216 being covered by the
rear part of front barrel 220, are inserted into front end
part 210a. Brush head 222 in the form of a writing tip
formed of a large number of bundled fibers or of a con-
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tinuous porous body, is held as an applying element at
the front part of pipe joint 216 inside the front part of front
barrel 220. The applying element may employ any con-
figuration as appropriate other than the brush head of
this type.
[0145] The joint 214 has an approximately cylindrical
shape with its front end enlarged in diameter, and is fitted
into front end part 210a of barrel body 210. Pipe joint 216
is inserted into the front opening of joint 214 from the
front side. Pipe 218 for feeding liquid from reservoir 224
to brush head 222 is inserted into, and supported by, this
pipe joint 216. Cap 226 is fitted to front end part 210a so
as to cover brush head 222 and front barrel 220.
[0146] Next, the specific configuration of each part will
be described.
[0147] [Clicking Mechanical Assembly 2A for trans-
forming pressing force into rotational force]
[0148] Clicking mechanical assembly 2A for transform-
ing the pressing force by pressing the crown 212 into
rotational force is essentially composed of a rotary body
236 having a first cam face 232 and a second cam face
234, a threaded body 228 having a first fixed cam face
238 and a cam body 242 having a second fixed cam face
240, as shown in FIGS. 22 and 23.

[Rotary Body 236]

[0149] As shown in FIGS. 22 and 26, rotary body 236
is arranged so that crown 212 is rotatable and restrained
from moving in the axial direction, has an annular con-
figuration with first cam face 232 directed forwards and
second cam face 234 directed rearwards and is disposed
to be rotatable, and movable in the axial direction, relative
to barrel body 210.
[0150] As shown in FIG. 26, rotary body 236 has an
approximately hollow cylindrical annular overall configu-
ration. Formed at its front end with respect to the axial
direction is first cam face 232 having a step 233 having
a projected stepped portion directed forwards, formed on
the front side, and an oval or any other variant-sectional
hole 246 is formed in the bore. Further, a stepped en-
larged diametric annular portion whose rearward face
has second cam face 234 directed rearwards is formed
in the middle of rotary body 236 with respect to the axial
direction, on the outer peripheral side thereof. A flange-
like bumped fitting portion 236a is formed on the outer
peripheral side at the rear end part of rotary body 236.
[0151] It should be noted that, not only on first cam
face 232, but a step having the same difference in level
as that of the aforementioned step may also be formed
on second cam face 234.
[0152] Here, as shown in FIG. 27, crown 212 is a cy-
lindrical vessel-like configuration that is closed at one
axial end and has an engaging portion 212a formed of
bumped steps in the inner peripheral portion at the rear
end. When the rear end of the rotary body 236 is pushed
in from the front opening of crown 212, the fitting portion
236a fits into the engaging portion 212a. The dimensions

of the fitting portion 236a and engaging portion 212a are
so specified that crown 212 can rotate, and is restrained
from moving in the axial direction, relative to rotary body
236.

[Threaded Body 228]

[0153] The threaded body 228 is an approximately hol-
low-cylinder that is formed with a stepped front end part
having a reduced diameter and a stepped rear endpart
having an enlarged diameter, as shown in FIGS. 22 and
28. The front end part is a stepped cylindrical part 228a
reduced in diameter, whose bore is formed with a thread-
ed part 248 of a female thread. First fixed cam face 238
having a step 239 of a recessed step directed forwards
from the partway of the slope is formed on the rear side
of cylindrical part 228a having threaded part 248.
[0154] A cylindrical portion 228b stepped and enlarged
in diameter in the rear end part of threaded body 228 is
a part into which crown 212 is fitted in so as to be rotatable
and movable forwards and backwards. In the part adja-
cent to the front of cylindrical portion 228b, a plurality of
slits 228c that pass through from the interior to the exte-
rior of threaded body 228 are formed so as to be extended
in the axial direction and a bumped fitting portion 228d
is formed on the outside periphery. Further, a plurality of
grooves 228e extending in the axial direction are formed
on the front outer periphery. Ribs 228f for positioning the
radial position of an aftermentioned spring element 244
are projected inwards and extended in the axial direction
in the front inner periphery of threaded body 228.

[Barrel Body 210]

[0155] As shown in FIG. 29, barrel body 210 has a front
end part 210a that is reduced in diameter. On the inner
peripheral surface, a bumped and step-formed fitting por-
tion 210b is formed at the rear end part, and ribs 210c
that are projected inwards and axially extended are
formed in the middle part more or less closer to the rear.
When threaded body 228 is fitted to barrel body 210, the
threaded body 228 is inserted forwards from the open
rear end of barrel body 210 and advanced and fitted while
the ribs 210c are being fitted to the grooves 228e.
[0156] Further, threaded body 228 is squeezed while
fitting portion 210b of the barrel body 210 is made to pass
over the bumps of fitting portion 228d of threaded body
228. At this time, threaded body 228 is advanced until
the stepped enlarged diametric portion of cylindrical por-
tion 228b abuts the rear end face of barrel body 210.
Since ribs 210c and the aforementioned fitting portion
210b are closely fitted to grooves 228e and the fitting
portion, respectively, threaded body 228 is attached to
barrel body 210 in a fixed relationship with respect to the
rotational direction and axial direction.
[0157] Here, the front space of threaded body 228 of
barrel body 210 forms reservoir 224 for the content.
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[Cam Body 242]

[0158] As shown in FIG. 30, the cambody 242 has an
approximately cylindrical hollowed configuration that has
second fixed cam face 240 formed on the front end side,
a projected portion 242a formed on the outer peripheral
side and extended from the middle to the rear in axial
direction and a rear end part 242b slightly stepped and
reduced in diameter.
[0159] As shown in FIGS. 22 and 23, this cam body
242 being fitted on the outer periphery of rotary body 236
in a movable manner, is inserted into threaded body 228
so that projected portion 242a fits into slit 228c of thread-
ed body 228 and rear end part 242b is engaged inside
cylindrical portion 228b. With this arrangement, cam
body 242 is fixed so as not to move in the rotational di-
rection and in the axial direction relative to threaded body
228. Further, since threaded body 228 is fixed to barrel
body 210 as described above, cam body 242 is also fixed
so as not to move in the rotational direction and in the
axial direction relative to barrel body 210. Here, a step
similar to step 239 of first fixed cam face 238 may also
be formed on second fixed cam face 240 of this cam body
242.

[Spring Element 244]

[0160] As shown in FIGS. 22 and 23, spring element
244 is disposed inside threaded body 228, between the
side of the circularly projected annular portion on the pe-
riphery in the front of the rotary body 236, opposite to
second cam face 234 and the portion that encloses first
fixed cam face 238 of threaded body 228. This spring
element 244 functions to urge rotary body 236 rearwards
so that second cam face 234 of the rotary body 236 abuts
the second fixed cam face 240 so as to be engaged there-
with when the pressure on crown 212 is released.

[Threaded Rod 230 and Piston Body 250]

[0161] As shown in FIG. 31, threaded rod 230 is a bar-
like long part, having a cross-section fitting to variant-
sectional hole 246 of the rotary body 236 and formed on
the outer periphery with a male thread 230a. A fitting part
230b that is projected radially outwards like a flange is
formed in the front end part. Fitted on the front end of the
threaded rod 230 is a piston body 250 that is slidable
along barrel body 210 and integrally moves with the
threaded rod 230 in the axial direction.
[0162] As shown in FIGS. 22 and 32, this piston body
250 includes a main part 250a that slides along the inner
wall of reservoir 224, a hollowed cylindrical part 250b that
is extended rearwards from main part 250a and a
bumped fitting part 250c inside hollowed cylindrical part
250b. Fitting part 230b at the front end of threaded rod
230 is fitted into this fitting part 250c of the piston body
250 so that the former is rotatable, and restrained from-
moving forward and backward, relative to the latter. In

this condition, piston body 250 is arranged so as to be
movable forward and backward inside reservoir 224 of
barrel body 210.
[0163] As shown in FIG. 22, the rotary body 236 is
formed with oval sectional or any other variant-sectional
hole 246. Threaded body 228 having threaded part 248
of a female thread and first fixed cam face 238 is fixed
to barrel body 210. Threaded rod 230, having a sectional
shape that fits with variant-sectional hole 246 of the rotary
body 236, and formed with male thread 230a on the outer
peripheral side thereof, is screw-fitted to the threaded
part of the threaded body 228 and arranged so as to
penetrate through variant-sectional hole 246 of the rotary
body 236. Under this condition, threaded rod 230 is ro-
tated by rotation of the rotary body 236. This rotation
causes piston body 250 to advance inside reservoir 224
to feed the liquid content such as cosmetics etc. to brush
head 222 as the applying part inside front barrel 220.
[0164] First fixed cam face 238 and second fixed cam
face 240 oppose the first cam face 232 and second cam
face 234, respectively and are arranged in barrel body
210 so as to be fixed with respect to the axial direction
and the rotational direction.
[0165] First fixed cam face 238 and second fixed cam
face 240, and the first cam face 232 and the second cam
face 234 will be described in detail with reference to FIG.
25. In FIG. 25, for convenience of explanation and illus-
tration, only one tooth is depicted for the first cam face
232 and second cam face 234. However, in the third em-
bodiment, a plurality of teeth are formed as shown in FIG.
26. Of course, if teeth are closely and contiguously
formed without gap on one of the cam faces that oppose
each other, the number of teeth on the other cam face
may be one or plural.
[0166] Detailedly, first cam face 232 of the rotary body
236 has a slope, inclined forwards (downwards in the
front view in FIG. 25) relative to the predetermined rota-
tional direction of the rotary body (leftward in the front
view in FIG. 25), and having step 233 of a forward pro-
jected step while first fixed cam face 238 of the thread-
edbody 228 has a slope, inclined forwards relative to the
predetermined rotational direction of the rotary body 236,
and having step 239 of a forward recessed step. First
cam face 232 of the rotary body 236 and first fixed cam
face 238 of the threaded body 228 have a plurality of first
teeth 232a and 238a, respectively, formed with the same
pitch in the predetermined rotational direction, each of
first teeth 232a and 238a having slope 232a1 or 238a1
that is inclined in the predetermined rotational direction.
Stepped portions 233 and 239 are formed in the middle
part of each of the first tooth of the first cam face 232 and
first fixed cam face 238, respectively.
[0167] Second cam face 234 of the rotary body 236
and second fixed cam face 240 of the cam body 242 have
a plurality of second teeth 234a and 240a, respectively,
formed with the same pitch in the predetermined rota-
tional direction of rotary body 236, each of second teeth
234a and 240a having a slope 234a1 or 240a1 that is
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inclined rearwards (upwards in the front view in FIG. 25)
relative to the predetermined rotational direction (left-
ward in the front view in FIG. 25).
[0168] Here, in the third embodiment, the pitch of first
cam face 232 and first fixed cam face 238 and the pitch
of second cam face 234 and second fixed cam face 240
are formed to be equal to each other. When the cam
faces opposing each other have different numbers of
teeth, a workable configuration is obtained if the pitch of
teeth of one of first cam face 232 and first fixed cam face
238 is the same as the pitch of teeth of one of second
cam face 234 and second fixed cam face 240.
[0169] When the user clicks crown 212, first cam face
232 of the rotary body 236 is put in mesh with first fixed
cam face 238 by the pressing force, and in this state, as
first cam face 232 is guided along forward-inclined sur-
face 238a1 of the tooth 238a (see FIGS. 25(b) to (c)),
the rotary body 236 moves forwards and turns in the pre-
determined direction. Specifically, the tip of step 233 of
first cam face 232 rides on, and slides along, slope 238a1
of first fixed cam face 238.
[0170] Then, step 233 formed in first cam face 232
slides into step 239 formed in first fixed cam face 238,
as shown in FIG. 25(d). Specifically, step 233 of tooth
232a of the first cam face 232 moves into the recess of
step 239 of first fixed cam face 238a so that the step 233
slides into the recess of the step 239 and the end face
(wall face 232a2) directed in the rotational direction, of
step 233 of tooth 232a of first cam face 232 collides with
wall face 238a2 on the side directed in the counter-rota-
tional direction of first fixed cam face 238 to give off an
impact sound, or clicking sound, whereby the user grip-
ping the dispensing container can feel a clicking sensa-
tion in their hand and fingers.
[0171] On the other hand, as the aforementioned
pressing force is released, second cam face 234 of the
rotary body 236 being kept in mesh with second fixed
cam face 240 is guided along rearward-inclined surface
240a1 of the tooth 240a (see FIGS. 25(e) to (f)), so that
the rotary body 236 moves rearwards and turns in the
predetermined direction.
[0172] Thus, the clicking mechanical assembly 2A is
constructed so as to actuate rotational movement by the
cams operating as above, and so that rotation of rotary
body 236 causes the threaded rod 230 to rotate.
[0173] Here, in the state where first cam face 232 of
the rotary body 236 is in mesh with the first fixed cam
face 238 (see FIG. 25(d)), the second fixed cam face 240
is set in such a relationship as to be shifted out of phase
by half of one cam tooth of first fixed cam face 238 with
respect to the rotational direction. On the other hand, in
the state where second cam face 234 on the rotary body
236 side is in mesh with the second fixed cam face 240
(see FIG. 25(f)), the first cam face 232 on the rotary body
236 side and the first fixed cam face 238 are set in such
a relationship as to be shifted out of phase from each
other by half of one cam tooth with respect to the rota-
tional direction.

[0174] Further, spring element 244 that urges rotary
body 236 rearwards is provided in order to bring second
cam face 234 of the rotary body 236 into contact and in
mesh with the second fixed cam face 240 when the pres-
sure is released.
[0175] In sum, the clicking type dispensing container
has a configuration including: in the hollow of the thread-
ed body 228, annularly formed rotary body 236 having
first cam face 232 that meshes the first fixed cam face
238 in the front part thereof, second cam face 234 in the
rear and variant-sectional hole 246 formed in the bore at
the front; spring element 244 disposed between the ro-
tary body 236 and the threaded body 228 for urging rotary
body 236 rearwards relative to threaded body 228; and
cam body 242 having second fixed cam face 240 mesh-
ing second cam face 234 of the rotary body 236 and fixed
to the rear part of the threaded body 228, so as to hold
the rotary body 236 from the front and rear between the
threaded body 228 and the cam body 242 and urge the
rotary body 236 toward the cam body 242 by the spring
element 244.
[0176] Further, variant-sectional threaded rod 230
having a thread on the outer peripheral side is screw-
fitted to threaded part 248 of the threaded body 228. The
threaded rod 230 and the rotary body 236 are movable
in the axial direction and locked with respect to the rota-
tional direction due to variant-sectional hole 246 of the
rotary body 236. Fitted to the front end of the threaded
rod 230 is piston body 250 that is slidable along barrel
body 210 and integrally moves with the threaded rod 230
in the axial direction.
[0177] Moreover, the crown 212 is arranged at the rear
of the rotary body 236 in such a manner as to be rotatable
and locked with respect to the axial direction.
[0178] As shown in FIG. 25, in the state where first cam
face 232 of the rotary body 236 is put in mesh with the
first fixed cam face 238, the second cam face 234 on the
rotary body 236 side and the second fixed cam face 240
are set in such a relationship as to be shifted out of phase
from each other by half of one cam tooth with respect to
the rotational direction, and in the state where second
cam face 234 of the rotary body 236 is in mesh with the
second fixed cam face 240, the first cam face 232 on the
rotary body 236 side and the first fixed cam face are set
in such a relationship as to be shifted out of phase from
each other by half of one cam tooth with respect to the
rotational direction.
[0179] Next, the operation of the above-described third
embodiment will be described.
[0180] FIGS. 25 (a) to (f) show the scheme of the mu-
tual motion of first cam face 232 and second cam face
234 of rotary body 236, first fixed cam face 238 of thread-
ed body 228 and second fixed cam face 240 of cam body
242.
[0181] In the initial state (FO) shown in FIGS. 22 and
23 where crown 212 is not clicked (pressed), rotary body
236 is pushed against the cam body 242 side as shown
in FIG. 25 (a), by spring element 244 (upwards: indicated
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by arrow U) so that second cam face 234 of rotary body
236 and second fixed cam face 240 of cam body 242 are
meshing each other. In this state, second cam face 234
of rotary body 236 is located with its peak and first cam
face 232 residing on the same line parallel to the axial
direction and shifted out of phase from first fixed cam
face 238 of threaded body 228 by half of the pitch.
[0182] Next, as shown in FIG. 24, crown 212 is pushed
downwards in the axial direction (in the P direction) to
start clicking.
[0183] As clicking begins, the state changes from FIG.
25 (a) to FIG. 25(b) (clicked state 1: shown by code NK1).
Specifically, crown 212 and rotary body 236 start to in-
tegrally move forwards as spring element 244 is com-
pressed, so that second cam face 234 of rotary body 236
goes away from second fixed cam face 240 of cam body
242.
[0184] As clinking is further continued, first cam face
232 of rotary body 236 abuts first fixed cam face 238 of
threaded body 228, at a position out of phase by half of
the pitch, as shown in FIG. 25(b).
[0185] As shown in FIG. 25 (c), a further pressure is
applied from this state of abutment (clicked state 2:
shown by code NK2), slope 232a1 of tooth 232a of first
cam face 232 of rotary body 236 moves sliding over slope
238a1 of tooth 238a of first fixed cam face 238 of threaded
body 228 so that rotary body 236 moves forwards whilst
rotating in the predetermined direction until wall 232a2
of the tooth 232a abuts wall 238a2 of tooth 238a of first
fixed cam face 238 (clicked state 3 shown in FIG. 25(d):
indicated by code NK3). During this, crown 212 itself will
not rotate since rotary body 236 is attached to crown 212
in a rotatable manner.
[0186] With the rotation of rotary body 236 at the time
of clicking, threaded rod 230 that penetrates through var-
iant-sectional hole 246 located at the front end of rotary
body 236, can axially move but is restricted from rotating
relative to rotary body 236, integrally rotates with rotary
body 236. Since being screw-fitted with threaded part
248 of threaded body 228, threaded rod 230 moves for-
wards with piston body 250 so as to dispense the content
of reservoir 224.
[0187] From this state, clicking is released.
[0188] Release of clicking is performed as spring ele-
ment 244 disposed inside threaded body 228 moves up
rotary body 236, as shown in FIG 25(e) (click-released
state 1: shown by code UNK1). At this time, since tooth
240a of second fixed cam 240 of cam body 242 is located
out of phase from second cam face 234 of rotary body
236 by half of the pitch, the second cam face 234 starts
turning in the predetermined rotational direction and mov-
ing rearwards.
[0189] As release of clinking is further continued, from
the state in which second cam face 234 of rotary body
236 abuts second fixed cam face 240 of cam body 242
as shown in FIG. 25(e), slope 234a1 of tooth 234a of
second cam face 234 of rotary body 236 is moved by
pushup force of spring element 244, sliding over slope

240a1 of tooth 240a of second fixed cam face 240 of cam
body 242 as shown in FIG. 25(f) (click-released state 2:
shown by code UNK2) so that the rotary body rotates
and retracts to the position where wall 234a2 of tooth
234a of second cam face 234 abuts wall 240a2 of tooth
240a of second fixed cam face 240. Also during this ro-
tation, threaded rod 230 is rotated as above and moves
forwards with piston body 250 to dispense the content.
[0190] When the above clicking operation is repeated,
a clicking sound is generated when the first cam face and
the first fixed cam mesh each other, and the clicking mo-
tion and releasing motion in the axial direction are trans-
formed into rotational force so as to rotate threaded rod
230 and thrust piston body 250 forwards, whereby it is
possible to dispense a fixed amount of the content.
[0191] In addition, since the strength of the rotational
force for initial rotation depends on the pressing force, it
is possible to easily deal with a case where force greater
than a certain level is needed for initial rotation because
of sticking of piston body 250 or the like.
[0192] It should be noted that the clicking type dispens-
ing container of the present invention is not limited to the
above embodiment. It is, of course, possible to make
various changes therein without departing from the scope
of the gist of the invention.
[0193] In the third embodiment, each part is preferably
formed of a resin molding. It is preferable that the barrel
body is formed of PP, the rotary body of POM, the cam
body of ABS, the threaded body of ABS and the crown
of PC.
[0194] Also, in the third embodiment, first cam face 232
of rotary body 236 and first fixed cam face 238 of threaded
body 228 as well as second cam face 234 of the rotary
body and second fixed cam face 240 of cam body 242,
are all formed with a plurality of teeth arranged with the
same pitch. However, the present invention is not limited
to this configuration. One of the first cam face and the
first fixed cam face may be formed of a plurality of first
teeth which each have a slope inclined forwards relative
to the predetermined rotational direction of the rotary
body and are arranged with an identical pitch along the
predetermined rotational direction while one of the sec-
ond cam face and the second fixed cam face may be
formed of a plurality of second teeth which each have a
slope inclined rearwards relative to the predetermined
rotational direction of the rotary body and are arranged
with an identical pitch along the predetermined rotational
direction. That is, the present invention may include a
configuration in which one of the opposing cam faces is
formed with a plural teeth while the other is formed with
a single tooth or plural teeth.
[0195] Next, a clicking type dispensing mechanism ac-
cording to this invention will be described based on the
fourth embodiment shown in the drawings.
[0196] FIG. 33 to 44 are illustrative views of a clicking
type dispensing container according to the fourth embod-
iment.
[0197] Specifically, FIGS. 33(a) and (b) are illustrative
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views of a clicking type dispensing container according
to the fourth embodiment of the present invention, show-
ing an overall appearance view and a vertical sectional
view of the clicking type dispensing container in a state
where a crown is not pressed. FIG. 34 is an enlarged
sectional view showing the clicking mechanical assembly
in the clicking type dispensing container shown in FIG.
33 in a state where the crown is not pressed. FIG. 35 is
an enlarged sectional view showing the clicking mechan-
ical assembly in the clicking type dispensing container
shown in FIG. 33 in a state where the crown is pressed.
FIGS. 36(a) to (e) are operational illustrative views of the
clicking mechanical assembly of the clicking type dis-
pensing container.
[0198] FIGS. 37(a) to (c) are illustrative views showing
how a mark (marker) to be seen through a threaded body
window is viewed. FIGS. 38(a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) are a
front perspective view, rear perspective view, side view,
vertical sectional view and front view of a rotary body.
FIGS. 39(a), (b) and (c) are a front perspective view, side
view and vertical sectional view of a crown. FIGS. 40 (a),
(b), (c) and (d) are a front perspective view, rear perspec-
tive view and vertical sectional view of a threaded body
and an enlarged sectional view around a threaded part.
FIGS. 41(a) and (b) are a perspective view and vertical
sectional view of a barrel body. FIGS. 42(a), (b), (c) and
(d) are a front perspective view, rear perspective view,
side view and vertical sectional view of a cam body. FIGS.
43 (a) and (b) are a side view and sectional view cut along
line X-X of a threaded rod. FIGS. 44 (a),(b) and (c) are
a front perspective view, rear perspective view and ver-
tical sectional view of a piston body.
[0199] As shown in FIG. 33, the clicking type dispens-
ing container according to the fourth embodiment is a
container that can dispense the content by pressing a
crown 312 disposed at the rear end of a barrel body 310,
forwards in the axial direction, and has a structure, in-
cluding a clicking mechanical assembly 3A that trans-
forms the pressing force on crown 312 by user’ clicking
operation into rotational force, a threaded body 328 fixed
to barrel body 310 and a threaded rod 330 screw-fitted
into threaded body 328, and so dispensing the content
by advancing the threaded rod 330 through threaded
body 328 (hence advancing a piston body fitted at the
front end of threaded body 330) when threaded rod 330
is turned by the rotational force transformed by the click-
ing mechanical assembly 3A .
[0200] Attached to the front end at 310a of barrel body
310 in the clicking type dispensing container, are a joint
314, pipe joint 316, pipe 318, front barrel 320 and brush
head 322. The content (liquid such as a fluid cosmetic or
the like in the fourth embodiment) dispensed from a con-
tent reservoir 324 of barrel body 310 passes through pipe
318 to be ejected to the front end of brush head 322.
Also, this container is formed so that a cap 326 including
an inner cap 326a and an inner cap spring 326b can be
fitted after use. Here, in FIG. 33, 324a designates a con-
tent agitating ball in reservoir 324, 326c a stopper for

confining the passage of the content to pipe 318 and its
downstream when not in use. At rear end of pipe 318, a
seal ball 324b is arranged closely inside the bore of joint
314 so that the content will not flow into pipe 318 when
unused. When used, stopper 326c is pulled out from bar-
rel body 310, and front barrel 320 is pushed in toward
the rear end so that seal ball 324b is removed from the
bore of joint 314, whereby the content flows into pipe 318
and can be applied.
[0201] Specifically, as shown in FIGS. 33 and 41, bar-
rel body 310 has a stepped small-diametric portion form-
ing front end part 310a, viewed in the axial direction. Cy-
lindrical joint 314 and pipe joint 316 being covered by the
rear part of front barrel 320, are inserted into front end
part 310a. Brush head 322 in the form of a writing tip
formed of a large number of bundled fibers or of a con-
tinuous porous body, is held as an applying element at
the front part of pipe joint 316 inside the front part of front
barrel 320. The applying element may employ any con-
figuration as appropriate other than the brush head of
this type.
[0202] The joint 314 has an approximately cylindrical
shape with its front end enlarged in diameter, and is fitted
into front end part 310a of barrel body 310. Pipe joint 316
is inserted into the front opening of joint 314 from the
front side. Pipe 318 for feeding liquid from reservoir 324
to brush head 322 is inserted into, and supported by, this
pipe joint 316. Cap 326 is fitted to front end part 310a so
as to cover brush head 322 and front barrel 320.
[0203] Next, the specific configuration of each part will
be described.

[Clicking Mechanical Assembly 3A for transforming 
pressing force into rotational force]

[0204] Clicking mechanical assembly 3A for transform-
ing the pressing force by pressing the crown 312 into
rotational force is essentially composed of a rotary body
336 having a first cam face 332 and a second cam face
334, a threaded body 328 having a first fixed cam face
338 and a cam body 342 having a second fixed cam face
340, as shown in FIGS. 33 and 34.

[Rotary Body 336]

[0205] As shown in FIGS. 33 and 38, rotary body 336
is arranged so that crown 312 is rotatable and restrained
from moving in the axial direction, has an annular con-
figuration with first cam face 332 directed forwards and
second cam face 334 directed rearwards and is disposed
to be rotatable, and movable in the axial direction, relative
to barrel body 310.
[0206] As shown in FIG. 38, rotary body 336 has an
approximately hollow cylindrical annular overall configu-
ration. Formed at its front end with respect to the axial
direction is first cam face 332 having a slope inclined
forwards, formed on the front side, and an oval or any
other variant-sectional hole 346 is formed in the bore.
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Further, a stepped enlarged diametric annular portion
336b whose rearward face has second cam face 334
directed rearwards is formed in the middle of rotary body
336 with respect to the axial direction, on the outer pe-
ripheral side thereof. A flange-like bumped fitting portion
336a is formed on the outer peripheral side at the rear
end part of rotary body 336.
[0207] Further, marks (corresponding to markers) 337
such as slits, indentations or projections are formed, on
the side surface of an annular portion 336b that is stepped
and enlarged in diameter in the middle of rotary body 336
with respect to the axial direction, at intervals of twice the
pitch of cam face 334 (the pitch between teeth 334a) and
at the same phase. However, the marks 337 and their
pitch and phase are not limited to the above.
[0208] Here, as shown in FIG. 39, crown 312 is a cy-
lindrical vessel-like configuration that is closed at one
axial end and has an engaging portion 312a formed of
bumped steps in the inner peripheral portion at the rear
end. When the rear end of the rotary body 336 is pushed
in from the front opening of crown 312, the fitting portion
336a fits into the engaging portion 312a. The dimensions
of the fitting portion 336a and engaging portion 312a are
so specified that crown 312 can rotate, and is restrained
from moving in the axial direction, relative to rotary body
336.

[Threaded Body 328]

[0209] The threaded body 328 is an approximately hol-
low-cylinder that is formed with a stepped front end part
having a reduced diameter and a stepped rear end part
having an enlarged diameter, as shown in FIGS. 33 and
40. The front end part is a stepped cylindrical part 328a
reduced in diameter, whose bore is formed with a thread-
ed part 348 of a female thread. First fixed cam face 338
is formed on the rear side of cylindrical part 328a having
threaded part 348.
[0210] A cylindrical portion 328b stepped and enlarged
in diameter in the rear end part of threaded body 328 is
a part into which crown 312 is fitted in so as to be rotatable
and movable forwards and backwards. In the part adja-
cent to the front of cylindrical portion 328b, a plurality of
slits 328c that pass through from the interior to the exte-
rior of threaded body 328 are formed so as to be extended
in the axial direction and a bumped fitting portion 328d
is formed on the outside periphery. Further, a plurality of
grooves 328e extending in the axial direction are formed
on the outer periphery located in front of bumped fitting
portion 328d. Around (between) the fitting portion 328d
and grooves 328e, at least one window 329 through
which mark 337 of annular portion 336b of rotary body
336 that is assembled inside can be visually observed is
formed. The window 329 of the fourth embodiment is
opened as a via-hole, and it is preferable that the posi-
tions of the opening of window 329 with respect to the
circumferential direction of threaded body 328 coincide
with the distributed angles of the cams of rotary body 336

(first cam 332 and second cam 334).
[0211] Ribs 328f for positioning the radial position of
an aftermentioned spring element 344 are projected in-
wards and extended in the axial direction in the front inner
periphery of threaded body 328.

[Barrel Body 310]

[0212] As shown in FIG. 41, barrel body 310 has a front
end part 310a that is reduced in diameter. On the inner
peripheral surface, a bumped and step-formed fitting por-
tion 310b is formed at the rear end part, and ribs 310c
that are projected inwards and axially extended are
formed in the middle part more or less closer to the rear.
When threaded body 328 is fitted to barrel body 310, the
threaded body 328 is inserted forwards from the open
rear end of barrel body 310 and advanced and fitted while
the ribs 310c are being fitted to the grooves 328e.
[0213] Further, threaded body 328 is squeezed while
fitting portion 310b is made to pass over the bumps of
fitting portion 328d of threaded body 328. At this time,
threaded body 328 is advanced until the stepped and
enlarged diametric portion of cylindrical portion 328b
abuts the rear end face of barrel body 310. Since ribs
310c and fitting portion 310b are closely fitted to grooves
328e and fitting portion 328d, respectively, threaded
body 328 is attached to barrel body 310 in a fixed rela-
tionship with respect to the rotational direction and axial
direction.
[0214] Here, the front space of threaded body 328 of
barrel body 310 forms reservoir 324 for the content.

[Cam Body 342]

[0215] As shown in FIG. 42, the cam body 342 has an
approximately cylindrical hollowed configuration that has
second fixed cam face 340 formed on the front end side,
a projected portion 342a formed on the outer peripheral
side and extended from the middle to the rear and a rear
end part 342b slightly stepped and reduced in diameter.
[0216] As shown in FIGS. 33 and 34, this cam body
342 being fitted on the outer periphery of rotary body 336
in a movable manner, is inserted into threaded body 328
so that projected portion 342a fits into slit 328c of thread-
ed body 328 and rear end part 342b is engaged inside
cylindrical portion 328b. With this arrangement, cam
body 342 is fixed so as not to move in the rotational di-
rection and in the axial direction relative to threaded body
328. Further, since threaded body 328 is fixed to barrel
body 310 as described above, cam body 342 is also fixed
so as not to move in the rotational direction and in the
axial direction relative to barrel body 310.

[Spring Element 344]

[0217] As shown in FIGS. 33 and 34, spring element
344 is disposed inside threaded body 328, between the
side of the circular portion 336b on the periphery in the
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front of the rotary body 336, opposite to second cam face
334 and the portion that encloses first fixed cam face 338
of threaded body 328. This spring element 344 functions
to urge rotary body 336 rearwards so that second cam
face 334 of the rotary body 336 abuts the second fixed
cam face 340 so as to be engaged therewith when the
pressure on crown 312 is released.

[Threaded Rod 330 and Piston Body 350]

[0218] As shown in FIG. 43, threaded rod 330 is a bar-
like long part, having a cross-section fitting to variant-
sectional hole 346 of the rotary body 336 and formed on
the outer periphery with a male thread 330a. A fitting part
330b that is projected radially outwards like a flange is
formed in the front end part. Fitted on the front end of the
threaded rod 330 is a piston body 350 that is slidable
along barrel body 310 and integrally moves with the
threaded rod 330 in the axial direction.
[0219] As shown in FIGS. 33 and 44, this piston body
350 includes a main part 350a that slides along the inner
wall of reservoir 324, a hollowed cylindrical part 350b that
is extended rearwards from main part 350a and a
bumped fitting part 350c inside hollowed cylindrical part
350b. Fitting part 330b at the front end of threaded rod
330 is fitted into this fitting part 350c of the piston body
350 so that the former is rotatable, and restrained from-
moving forward and backward, relative to the latter. In
this condition, piston body 350 is arranged so as to be
movable forward and backward inside reservoir 324 of
barrel body 310.
[0220] As shown in FIG. 33, the rotary body 336 is
formed with oval sectional or any other variant-sectional
hole 346. Threaded body 328 having threaded part 348
of a female thread and first fixed cam face 338 is fixed
to barrel body 310. Threaded rod 330, having a sectional
shape that fits with variant-sectional hole 346 of the rotary
body 336, and formed with male thread 330a on the outer
peripheral side thereof, is screw-fitted to the threaded
part of the threaded body 328 and arranged so as to
penetrate through variant-sectional hole 346 of the rotary
body 336. Under this condition, threaded rod 330 is ro-
tated by rotation of the rotary body 336. This rotation
causes piston body 350 to advance inside reservoir 324
to feed the liquid content such as cosmetics etc. to brush
head 322 as the applying part inside front barrel 320.
[0221] First fixed cam face 338 and second fixed cam
face 340 oppose the first cam face 332 and second cam
face 334, respectively and are arranged in barrel body
310 so as to be fixed with respect to the axial direction
and the rotational direction.
[0222] First fixed cam face 338 and second fixed cam
face 340, and the first cam face 332 and the second cam
face 334 will be described in detail with reference to FIG.
36. In FIG. 36, for convenience of explanation and illus-
tration, only one tooth is depicted for the first cam face
332 and second cam face 334. However, in the fourth
embodiment, a plurality of teeth are formed as shown in

FIG. 38. Of course, if teeth are closely and contiguously
formed without gap on one of the cam faces that oppose
each other, the number of teeth on the other cam face
may be one or plural.
[0223] Detailedly, first cam face 332 of the rotary body
336 has a plurality of first teeth 332a formed with the
same pitch in the predetermined rotational direction of
rotary body 336, each tooth having a slope on the front
side that is inclined forwards (downwards in the front view
in FIG. 36) relative to the predetermined rotational direc-
tion (leftward in the front view in FIG. 36). First fixed cam
face 338 of the threaded body 328 has a plurality of first
teeth 338a formed with the same pitch in the predeter-
mined rotational direction of rotary body 336, each tooth
having a slope 338a1 on the front side that is inclined
forwards relative to the predetermined rotational direc-
tion.
[0224] Second cam face 334 of the rotary body 336
and second fixed cam face 340 of the cam body 342 have
a plurality of second teeth 334a and 340a, respectively,
formed with the same pitch in the predetermined rota-
tional direction of rotary body 336, each of second teeth
334a and 340a having a slope 334a1 or 340a1 that is
inclined rearwards (upwards in the front view in FIG. 36)
relative to the predetermined rotational direction (left-
ward in the front view in FIG. 36).
[0225] Here, in the fourth embodiment, the pitch of first
cam face 332 and first fixed cam face 338 and the pitch
of second cam face 334 and second fixed cam face 340
are formed to be equal to each other. When the cam
faces opposing each other have different numbers of
teeth, a workable configuration is obtained if the pitch of
teeth of one of first cam face 332 and first fixed cam face
338 is the same as the pitch of teeth of one of second
cam face 334 and second fixed cam face 340.
[0226] When the user clicks crown 312, first cam face
332 of the rotary body 336 is put in mesh with first fixed
cam face 338 by the pressing force, and in this state, as
first cam face 332 is guided along forward-inclined sur-
face 338a1 of the tooth 338a of first fixed cam face 338
(see FIGS. 36 (b) to (c)), the rotary body 336 moves for-
wards and turns in the predetermined direction.
[0227] On the other hand, as the aforementioned-
pressing force is released, second cam face 334 of the
rotary body 336 being kept in mesh with second fixed
cam face 340 is guided along rearward-inclined surface
340a1 of the tooth 340a (see FIGS. 36(d) to (e)), so that
the rotary body 336 moves rearwards and turns in the
predetermined direction.
[0228] Thus, the clicking mechanical assembly 3A is
constructed so as to actuate rotational movement by the
cams operating as above, and so that rotation of rotary
body 336 causes the threaded rod 330 to rotate.
[0229] Here, in the state where first cam face 332 of
the rotary body 336 is in mesh with the first fixed cam
face 338 (see FIG. 36(c)), the second fixed cam face 340
is set in such a relationship as to be shifted out of phase
by half of one cam tooth of first fixed cam face 338 with
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respect to the rotational direction. On the other hand, in
the state where second cam face 334 on the rotary body
336 side is in mesh with the second fixed cam face 340
(see FIG. 36(e)), the first cam face 332 on the rotary body
336 side and the first fixed cam face 338 are set in such
a relationship as to be shifted out of phase from each
other by half of one cam tooth with respect to the rota-
tional direction.
[0230] Further, spring element 344 that urges rotary
body 336 rearwards is provided in order to bring second
cam face 334 of the rotary body 336 into contact and in
mesh with the second fixed cam face 340 when the pres-
sure is released.
[0231] In sum, the clicking type dispensing container
has a configuration including: in the hollow of the thread-
ed body 328, annularly formed rotary body 336 having
first cam face 332 that meshes the first fixed cam face
338 in the front part thereof, second cam face 334 in the
rear and variant-sectional hole 346 formed in the bore at
the front; spring element 344 disposed between the ro-
tary body 336 and the threaded body 328 for urging rotary
body 336 rearwards relative to threaded body 328; and
cam body 342 having second fixed cam face 340 mesh-
ing second cam face 334 of the rotary body 336 and fixed
to the rear part of the threaded body 328, so as to hold
the rotary body 336 from the front and rear between the
threaded body 328 and the cam body 342 and urge the
rotary body 336 toward the cam body 342 by the spring
element 344.
[0232] Further, variant-sectional threaded rod 330
having a thread on the outer peripheral side is screw-
fitted to threaded part 348 of the threaded body 328. The
threaded rod 330 and the rotary body 336 are movable
in the axial direction and locked with respect to the rota-
tional direction due to variant-sectional hole 346 of the
rotary body 336. Fitted to the front end of the threaded
rod 330 is piston body 350 that is slidable along barrel
body 310 and integrally moves with the threaded rod 330
in the axial direction.
[0233] Moreover, the crown 312 is arranged at the rear
of the rotary body 336 in such a manner as to be rotatable
and locked with respect to the axial direction.
[0234] As shown in FIG. 36, in the state where first cam
face 332 of the rotary body 336 is put in mesh with the
first fixed cam face 338, the second cam face 334 on the
rotary body 336 side and the second fixed cam face 340
are set in such a relationship as to be shifted out of phase
from each other by half of one cam tooth with respect to
the rotational direction, and in the state where second
cam face 334 of the rotary body 336 is in mesh with the
second fixed cam face 340, the first cam face 332 on the
rotary body 336 side and the first fixed cam face are set
in such a relationship as to be shifted out of phase from
each other by half of one cam tooth with respect to the
rotational direction.
[0235] Next, the operation of the above-described
fourth embodiment will be described.
[0236] FIGS. 36 (a) to (f) show the scheme of the mu-

tual motion of first cam face 332 and second cam face
334 of rotary body 336, first fixed cam face 338 of thread-
ed body 328 and second fixed cam face 340 of cam body
342.
[0237] In the initial state (FO) shown in FIGS. 33, 34
and 37(a) where crown 312 is not clicked (pressed), ro-
tary body 336 is pushed against the cam body 342 side
as shown in FIG. 36(a), by spring element 344 (upwards:
indicated by arrow U) so that second cam face 334 of
rotary body 336 and second fixed cam face 340 of cam
body 342 are meshing each other. In this state, second
cam face 334 of rotary body 336 is located with its peak
and first cam face 332 residing on the same line parallel
to the axial direction and is shifted out of phase from first
fixed cam face 338 of threaded body 328 by half of the
pitch. From window 329, mark 337 such as a slit or the
like formed on the side surface of annular portion 336
stepped and enlarged in diameter in the middle part, with
respect to the axial direction, of rotary body 336, is set
either at a position where it can be seen or cannot be
seen, depending on its angular position.
[0238] Next, as shown in FIG. 35, crown 312 is pushed
downwards in the axial direction (in the P direction) to
start clicking.
[0239] As clicking begins, the state changes from FIG.
36(a) to FIG. 36(b) (clicked state 1: shown by code NK1).
Specifically, crown 312 and rotary body 336 start to in-
tegrally move forwards as spring element 344 is com-
pressed, so that second cam face 334 of rotary body 336
goes away from second fixed cam face 340 of cam body
342.
[0240] As clinking is further continued, first cam face
332 of rotary body 336 abuts first fixed cam face 338 of
threaded body 328, at a position out of phase by half of
the pitch, as shown in FIG. 36(b).
[0241] As shown in FIG. 36 (c), a further pressure is
applied from this state of abutment (clicked state 2:
shown by code NK2), slope 332a1 of tooth 332a of first
cam face 332 of rotary body 336 moves sliding over slope
338a1 of tooth 338a of first fixed cam face 338 of threaded
body 328 so that rotary body 336 moves forwards whilst
rotating in the predetermined direction until wall 332a2
of the tooth 332a abuts wall 338a2 of tooth 338a of first
fixed cam face 338 (shown in FIG. 36(c)). During this,
crown 312 itself will not rotate since rotary body 336 is
attached to crown 312 in a rotatable manner.
[0242] With the rotation of rotary body 336 at the time
of clicking, threaded rod 330 that penetrates through var-
iant-sectional hole 346 located at the front end of rotary
body 336, can axially move but is restricted from rotating
relative to rotary body 336, integrally rotates with rotary
body 336. Since threaded rod 330 is screw-fitted with
threaded part 348 of threaded body 328, the threaded
rod moves forwards with piston body 350 so as to dis-
pense the content of reservoir 324.
[0243] From this state, clicking is released.
[0244] Release of clicking is performed as spring ele-
ment 344 disposed inside threaded body 328 moves up
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rotary body 336, as shown in FIG 36(d) (click-released
state 1: shown by code UNK1). At this time, since tooth
340a of second fixed cam 340 of cam body 342 is located
out of phase from second cam face 334 of rotary body
336 by half of the pitch, the second cam face 334 starts
turning in the predetermined rotational direction and mov-
ing rearwards.
[0245] As release of clinking is further continued, sec-
ond cam face 334 of rotary body 336 abuts second fixed
cam face 340 of cam body 342 (click-released state:
shown by code UNK2), as shown in FIG. 36(e), then slope
334a1 of tooth 334a of second cam face 334 of rotary
body 336 is moved by pushup force of spring element
344, sliding over slope 340a1 of tooth 340a of second
fixed cam face 340 of cam body 342 so that the rotary
body rotates and retracts to the position where wall 334a2
of tooth 334a of second cam face 334 abuts wall 340a2
of tooth 340a of second fixed cam face 340. Also during
this rotation, threaded rod 330 being rotated as above,
moves forwards with piston body 350 to dispense the
content.
[0246] When the above clicking operation is repeated,
mark 337 such as the slit or indentation and projection
provided on the side surface of annular portion 336b in
the middle part, with respect to the axial direction, of ro-
tary body 336 becomes invisible by a clicking operation
when it was seen through window 329 and becomes vis-
ible when it was not seen, as shown in FIGS. 37 (a) to
(c). For example, when the mark is seen at the initial state
(FO) in FIG. 36(a) (FIG. 37(a)), rotary body 336 begins
rotating (FIG. 37(b)) by clicking or applying pressure on
crown 312 (clicked state 2 in FIG. 36(c)) and then crown
312 returns to the initial state (FO) and mark 337 disap-
pears from window 329 (FIGS. 37(c)) when the pressure
is released or in unclicked state (click-released state 2
in FIG. 36(e): UNK2).
[0247] From the above, when an operational test of the
dispensing mechanism is carried out at assembly etc., it
is possible to achieve the operational test simply by visual
observation with a few times of clicks.
[0248] It should be noted that the clicking type dispens-
ing container of the present invention is not limited to the
above embodiment. It is, of course, possible to make
various changes therein without departing from the scope
of the gist of the invention.
[0249] Though in the fourth embodiment the window
is formed with a via hole, part or whole of the side wall
of the threaded body may be formed to be transparent
so that the inside mark is visible.
[0250] Further, each part is preferably formed of a resin
molding. It is preferable that the barrel body is formed of
PP, the rotary body of POM, the cam body of ABS, the
threaded body of ABS and the crown of PC.
[0251] Also, in the fourth embodiment, first cam face
332 of rotary body 336 and first fixed cam face 338 of
threaded body 328 as well as second cam face 334 of
the rotary body and second fixed cam face 340 of cam
body 342, are all formed with a plurality of teeth arranged

with the same pitch. However, the present invention is
not limited to this configuration. One of the first cam face
and the first fixed cam face may be formed of a plurality
of first teeth which each have a slope inclined forwards
relative to the predetermined rotational direction of the
rotary body and are arranged with an identical pitch along
the predetermined rotational direction while one of the
second cam face and the second fixed cam face may be
formed of a plurality of second teeth which each have a
slope inclined rearwards relative to the predetermined
rotational direction of the rotary body and are arranged
with an identical pitch along the predetermined rotational
direction. That is, the present invention may include a
configuration in which one of the opposing cam faces is
formed with a plural teeth while the other is formed with
a single tooth or plural teeth.

Industrial Applicability

[0252] The clicking type dispensing container of the
present invention can be used for various kinds of dis-
pensing containers for dispensing liquid cosmetics, other
fluids, fluid medicines, application liquids such as paints,
adhesive, etc., and solid contents of stick types etc., by
clicking the crown at the rear end of the barrel body.

Description of Reference Numerals

[0253]

10 barrel body
10a barrel body’s front end part
10b fitting portion
10c rib
12 crown
14 joint
16 pipe joint
18 pipe
20 front barrel
22 brush head
24 reservoir
26 cap
28 threaded body
28a cylindrical part at the threaded body’s front end
28b cylindrical portion
28c slit
28d fitting portion
28e groove
28f rib
30 threaded rod
30a male thread
30b fitting part
32 first cam face
32a first cam face’ tooth
32a1 first cam face’ tooth slope
32a2 tooth wall
34 second cam face
34a second cam face’ tooth
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34a1 second cam face’ tooth slope
34a2 second cam face’ tooth wall
36 rotary body
38 first fixed cam face
38a first fixed cam face’ tooth
38a1 first fixed cam face’ tooth slope
38a2 first fixed cam face’ tooth wall
40 second fixed cam face
40a second fixed cam face’ tooth
40a1 second fixed cam face’ tooth slope
40a2 second fixed cam face’ tooth wall
42 cam body
44 spring element
46 variant-sectional hole
48 threaded body’s threaded part
50 piston body
50a main part
50b cylindrical part
50c fitting part
A Mechanical assembly for transforming pressing
force into
rotational force
110 barrel body
110a barrel body’s front end part
110b barrel body’s fitting portion
110c barrel body’s rib
112 clicking body’s rear end
114 joint
116 pipe joint
118 pipe
120 front barrel
122 brush head
124 content reservoir
126 cap
128 threaded body
128a male thread
128b fitting portion
130 clicking part’s cam face
130a cam face slope (inclined surface)
132 clicking part
132a insert part
132b projected portion
132c slit
132d step
134 rotary body’s first cam face
134a first cam face’ slope (inclined surface)
136 rotary body’s second cam face
136a second cam face’ slope (inclined surface)
138 rotary body
138a rotary body’s variant-sectional hole
138b step inside the rotary body
140 threaded body’s cam face
140a rearward-inclined surface (slope) of the thread-
ed body’s cam face
140b forward-inclined surface (slope) of the thread-
ed body’s cam face
142 threaded part
144 threaded body

144a threaded body’s fitting projection
144b threaded body’s groove
144c threaded body’s slit
146 spring
148 piston
148a piston’s main part
148b piston’s cylindrical support
148c piston’s fitted part
1A Mechanical assembly for transforming pressing
force on the end of the clicking body into rotational
force
L rotational direction
θ1 inclined angle
θ2 inclined angle
210 barrel body
210a barrel body’s front end part
210b fitting portion
210c rib
212 crown
214 joint
216 pipe joint
218 pipe
220 front barrel
222 brush head
224 reservoir
224a agitating ball
224b seal ball
226 cap
226a inner cap
226b spring for urging the inner cap at the rear end
226c stopper
228 threaded body
228a cylindrical part at the threaded body’s front end
228b cylindrical portion
228c slit
228d fitting portion
228e groove
228f rib
230 threaded rod
230a male thread
230b fitting portion
232 first cam face
232a first cam face’ tooth
232a1 first cam face’ tooth slope
232a2 tooth wall
233 step
234 second cam face
234a second cam face’ tooth
234a1 second cam face’ tooth slope
234a2 second cam face’ tooth wall
236 rotary body
236a fitting portion
238 first fixed cam face
238a first fixed cam face’ tooth
238a1 first fixed cam face’ tooth slope
238a2 first fixed cam face’ tooth wall
239 step
240 second fixed cam face
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240a second fixed cam face’ tooth
240a1 second fixed cam face’ tooth slope
240a2 second fixed cam face’ tooth wall
242 cam body
244 spring element
246 variant-sectional hole
248 threaded body’s threaded part
250 piston body
250a main part
250b cylindrical part
250c fitting part
2A clicking mechanical assembly for transforming
pressing force into rotational force

310 barrel body
310a barrel body’s front end part
310b fitting portion
310c rib
312 crown
312a engaging portion
314 joint
316 pipe joint
318 pipe
320 front barrel
322 brush head
324 reservoir
324a agitating ball
324b seal ball
326 cap
326a inner cap
326b spring for urging the inner cap at the rear end
326c stopper
328 threaded body
328a cylindrical part at the threaded body’s front end
328b cylindrical portion
328c slit
328d fitting portion
328e groove
328f rib
329 window
330 threaded rod
330a male thread
330b fitting portion
332 first cam face
332a first cam face’ tooth
332a1 first cam face’ tooth slope
332a2 tooth wall
334 second cam face
334a second cam face’ tooth
334a1 second cam face’ tooth slope
334a2 second cam face’ tooth wall
336 rotary body
336a fitting portion
336b annular portion
337 mark (marker)
338 first fixed cam face
338a first fixed cam face’ tooth
338a1 first fixed cam face’ tooth slope

338a2 first fixed cam face’ tooth wall
340 second fixed cam face
340a second fixed cam face’ tooth
340a1 second fixed cam face’ tooth slope
340a2 second fixed cam face’ tooth wall
342 cam body
344 spring element
346 variant-sectional hole
348 threaded body’s threaded part
350 piston body
350a main part
350b cylindrical part
350c fitting part
3A clicking mechanical assembly for transforming
pressing force into rotational force

Claims

1. A clicking type dispensing container that can dis-
pense the content inside a reservoir (24) by a user
operating a crown (12) disposed at the rear end of
a barrel body, (10) and has a structure, including a
mechanical assembly that transforms the pressing
force acting on the crown by user operation into ro-
tational force, a threaded body (28) fixed to the barrel
body and a threaded rod (30) screw-fitted into the
threaded body, and dispensing the content by ad-
vancing the threaded rod by means of the threaded
body by turning the threaded rod with the rotational
force transformed by the mechanical assembly,
characterized in that
the mechanical assembly for transforming pressing
force into rotational force includes:

a rotary body (36) that is provided with the crown
that is rotatable and restrained from axial move-
ment, has an annular configuration having a first
cam face (32) directed forwards and a second
cam face (34) directed rearwards, and is ar-
ranged so as to be rotatable and movable in the
axial direction relative to the barrel body; and,
a first fixed cam face 838) and a second fixed
cam face (40) that oppose the first cam face and
second cam face, respectively, and are dis-
posed and fixed to the barrel body with respect
to the axial direction and the rotational direction,
and is constructed such that at least one of the
first cam face (32) and the first fixed cam face,
(38) has a plurality of the first teeth, (38a) each
having a forward-inclined slope (38a1) relative
to the predetermined rotational direction of the
rotary body, and arranged with an identical pitch
along the predetermined rotational direction,
at least one of the second cam face (34) and the
second fixed cam face, (40) has a plurality of
the second teeth, (40a) each having a rearward-
inclined slope (40a1) relative to the predeter-
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mined rotational direction of the rotary body, and
arranged with an identical pitch along the pre-
determined rotational direction, and
in a state where the first cam face (32) of the
rotary body is put in mesh with the first fixed cam
face (38) by the pressing force, as the first cam
face (32) is guided along the forward-inclined
slope of the tooth, the rotary body (36) moves
forwards and turns in the predetermined direc-
tion, whereas, as the aforementioned pressing
force is released, the second cam face (34) of
the rotary body being kept in mesh with the sec-
ond fixed cam face (40) is guided along rear-
ward-inclined slope of the second fixed cam
face, the rotary body (36) moves rearwards and
turns in the predetermined direction, thereby,
the threaded rod (30) is rotated by rotation of
the rotary body.

2. The clicking type dispensing container according to
Claim 1, wherein the first cam face has a projected
step in front of the slope that is inclined forwards
relative to the predetermined rotational direction of
the rotary body and the first fixed cam face has a
recessed step in front of the slope that is inclined
forwards relative to the predetermined rotational di-
rection of the rotary body, and
when the first cam face is guided along the slope of
the first fixed cam face, the steps formed along the
slopes of the first cam face and the first fixed cam
face abut each other so as to produce a clicking
sound and a clicking sensation.

3. The clicking type dispensing container according to
Claim 2, wherein the second cam face of the rotary
body and the second fixed cam face are each formed
with steps directed rearwards so as to produce a
clicking sound and a clicking sensation by the steps
when the second cam face and the second fixed cam
face mesh each other at the time of release of press-
ing.

4. The clicking type dispensing container according to
Claim 3, wherein, in the state where the first cam
face of the rotary body is put in mesh with the first
fixed cam face, the second cam face on the rotary
body side and the second fixed cam face are set in
such a relationship as to be shifted part of one cam
tooth out of phase from each other with respect to
the rotational direction, and in the state where the
second cam face on the rotary body side is put in
mesh with the second fixed cam face, the first cam
face on the rotary body side and the first fixed cam
face are set in such a relationship as to be shifted
part of one cam tooth out of phase from each other
with respect to the rotational direction.

5. The clicking type dispensing container according to

Claim 4, wherein the phase shift in the rotational di-
rection is half of one cam tooth.

6. The clicking type dispensing container according to
Claim 5, wherein a spring element that urges the
rotary body rearwards so as to bring the second cam
face in the rotary body into contact and in mesh with
the second fixed cam face in the state of the pressing
being released.

7. The clicking type dispensing container according to
Claim 6, wherein the rotary body is formed with a
variant-sectional hole such as of an oval shape or
the like, the threaded body having a threaded part
of a female thread and the first fixed cam face is fixed
to the barrel body, and in the state where the thread-
ed rod, having a sectional shape that fits with the
variant-sectional hole of the rotary body, and formed
with a male thread on the outer peripheral side there-
of, is screw-fitted to the threaded part of the threaded
body and the threaded rod is fitted through the var-
iant-sectional hole of the rotary body, the threaded
rod is rotated by rotation of the rotary body.

8. The clicking type dispensing container according to
Claim 7, wherein when the threaded rod is rotated
so as to advance a content thrusting member by ro-
tation of the rotary body with markers such as slits,
indentations and projections, or the like, that can be
easily seen from the outside, integrally formed on
the outer peripheral surface thereof, at intervals of
twice the distributed pitch of, and arranged in phase
with, the first teeth, and the motion of the markers
on the outer surface of the rotary body can be ob-
served through windows formed of via-holes or
transparent parts in the threaded body or a barrel
cylinder at positions distributed at the same angles
as the distributed angles of the cam to be used for
rotation, whereby advancement of the threaded rod
with rotation of the rotary body can be confirmed by
the motion of the markers.

9. A clicking type dispensing container that can dis-
pense the content by pressing a rear end part (112)
of a clicking body arranged at the rear end of a barrel
body, (110) forwards in the axial direction and has a
structure, including a mechanical assembly (1a) that
transforms the pressing force acting on the rear end
part (112) of the clicking body (132) into rotational
force, and dispensing the content by advancing a
threaded rod (128) by the transformed rotational
force, characterized in that
the clicking body includes a cam face having serrat-
ed notches and projections formed on the front face
of the clicking body, and arranged in the barrel body
so as to be slidable in the axial direction in accord-
ance with the pressing at the rear end of the clicking
body and restrained from moving in the rotational
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direction,
the mechanical assembly for transforming the press-
ing force at the rear end of the clicking body into
rotational force includes:

the cam face (130) of the clicking body;
a rotary body, (138) having an approximately
annular rotational configuration in which a first
cam face (134) having notches and projections
directed rearwards in the axial direction and a
second cam face (136) having notches and pro-
jections directed forwards in the axial direction,
and being arranged such that the first cam face
opposes the cam face of the clicking body (132);
a threaded body as a whole, having an approx-
imately cylindrical configuration having a cam
face (130) having notches and projections di-
rected rearwards in the axial direction and a
threaded part formed in a bore to which a thread-
ed rod is screw fitted, and fixed to the barrel body
so as to oppose the second cam face of the ro-
tary body; and,
a spring (146) disposed between the clicking
body and the rotary body so as to constantly
urge the second cam face of the rotary body
against the cam face of the threaded body to
keep the cam faces in mesh with each other, at
least one of the cam face of the clicking body
and the first cam face of the rotary body and at
least one of the second cam face of the rotary
body and the cam face of the threaded body,
are formed with a first slope (130a) and a second
slope, (134a) respectively, which are each in-
clined to one side in the axial direction relative
to the predetermined rotational direction of the
rotary body, the inclined angle of the first slope
and the inclined angle of the second slope are
made different from each other, and, when the
clicking body is pushed to advance, the rotary
body rotates in the predetermined rotational di-
rection while the first cam face (134) of the rotary
body slides along the cam face of the clicking
body and the second cam face (136) slides
along the cam face of the threaded body, due
to the difference between the inclined angles of
the first slope and the second slope.

Patentansprüche

1. Klickspenderbehälter, der den Inhalt innerhalb eines
Vorratsbehälters (24) abgeben kann, indem ein Be-
nutzer einen Presskopf (12) bedient, der an dem hin-
teren Ende eines Gefäßkörpers (10) angeordnet ist,
und der eine Struktur hat, die eine mechanische An-
ordnung, die die Druckkraft, die durch eine Benutz-
erbedienung auf den Presskopf wirkt, in eine Dreh-
kraft umwandelt, einen Gewindekörper (28), der an

dem Gefäßkörper befestigt ist, und eine Gewinde-
stange (30) aufweist, die in den Gewindekörper ver-
schraubt ist, und die den Inhalt durch Vorrücken der
Gewindestange mit Hilfe des Gewindekörpers ab-
gibt, indem die Gewindestange mit der Drehkraft, die
von der mechanischen Anordnung umgewandelt
wird, gedreht wird,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die mechanische Anordnung zum Umwandeln der
Druckkraft in Drehkraft aufweist:

einen Drehkörper (36), der mit dem Presskopf
versehen ist, der drehbar ist und von einer Axi-
albewegung abgehalten wird, einen ringförmi-
gen Aufbau mit einer nach vom gerichteten ers-
ten Nockenfläche (32) und einer hinten gerich-
teten zweiten Nockenfläche (34) hat, und ange-
ordnet ist, um drehbar und in der Axialrichtung
relativ zu dem Gefäßkörper beweglich zu sein;
und
eine erste feste Nockenfläche (38) und eine
zweite feste Nockenfläche (40), die der ersten
Nockenfläche und der zweiten Nockenfläche je-
weils gegenüber liegen und in Bezug auf die Axi-
alrichtung und die Drehrichtung an dem
Gefäßkörper angeordnet und fest sind, und der-
art aufgebaut ist, dass
die erste Nockenfläche (32) und/oder die erste
feste Nockenfläche (38) mehrere erste Zähne
(38a) hat/haben, von denen jeder eine nach vorn
geneigte Schräge (38a1) relativ zu der vorge-
gebenen Drehrichtung des Drehkörpers hat und
mit einem identischen Abstandsmaß entlang
der vorgegebenen Drehrichtung angeordnet ist,
die zweite Nockenfläche (34) und/oder die zwei-
te feste Nockenfläche (40) mehrere zweite Zäh-
ne (40a) hat/haben, von denen jeder eine nach
hinten geneigte Schräge (40a1) relativ zu der
vorgegebenen Drehrichtung des Drehkörpers
hat und mit einem identischen Abstandsmaß
entlang der vorgegebenen Drehrichtung ange-
ordnet ist, und
der Drehkörper (36) sich in einem Zustand, in
dem die erste Nockenfläche (32) des Drehkör-
pers durch die Druckkraft in Eingriff mit der ers-
ten festen Nockenfläche (38) gebracht wird,
wenn die erste Nockenfläche (32) entlang der
nach vorn geneigten Schräge des Zahns geführt
wird, vorwärts bewegt und sich in die vorgege-
bene Richtung dreht, während, wenn die vorste-
hend erwähnte Druckkraft gelöst wird, die zwei-
te Nockenfläche (34) des Drehkörpers, die in
Eingriff mit der zweiten festen Nockenfläche
(40) gehalten wird, entlang der nach hinten ge-
neigten Schräge der zweiten festen Nockenflä-
che geführt wird, der Drehkörper (36) sich nach
hinten bewegt und sich in die vorgegebene Rich-
tung dreht, wodurch die Gewindestange (30)
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durch die Drehung des Drehkörpers gedreht
wird.

2. Klickspenderbehälter nach Anspruch 1, wobei die
erste Nockenfläche eine vorstehende Stufe vor der
Schräge hat, die relativ zu der vorgegebenen Dreh-
richtung des Drehkörpers nach vorn geneigt ist, und
die erste feste Nockefläche eine ausgesparte Stufe
vor der Schräge hat, die relativ zu der vorgegebenen
Drehrichtung des Drehkörpers nach vorn geneigt ist,
und
wenn die erste Nockenfläche entlang der Schräge
der ersten festen Nockenfläche geführt wird, die Stu-
fen, die entlang der Schrägen der ersten Nockenflä-
che und der ersten festen Nockenfläche ausgebildet
sind, aneinander anliegen, so dass sie ein Klickge-
räusch und ein Klickgefühl erzeugen.

3. Klickspenderbehälter nach Anspruch 2, wobei die
zweite Nockenfläche des Drehkörpers und die zwei-
te feste Nockenfläche jeweils mit nach hinten gerich-
teten Stufen ausgebildet sind, so dass durch die Stu-
fen ein Klickgeräusch und ein Klickgefühl erzeugt
werden, wenn die zweite Nockenfläche und die zwei-
te feste Nockenfläche zur Zeit des Lösens des
Drucks miteinander eingreifen.

4. Klickspenderbehälter nach Anspruch 3, wobei in
dem Zustand, in dem die erste Nockenfläche des
Drehkörpers mit der ersten festen Nockenfläche in
Eingriff gebracht wird, die zweite Nockenfläche auf
der Drehkörperseite und die zweite feste Nockenflä-
che in eine derartige Beziehung versetzt werden,
dass sie in Bezug auf die Drehrichtung um einen Teil
eines Nockenzahns gegeneinander phasenver-
schoben werden, und in dem Zustand, in dem die
zweite Nockenfläche auf der Drehkörperseite in Ein-
griff mit der zweiten festen Nockenfläche versetzt
wird, die erste Nockenfläche auf der Drehkörperseite
und die erste feste Nockenfläche in eine derartige
Beziehung versetzt werden, dass sie in Bezug auf
die Drehrichtung um einen Teil eines Nockenzahns
gegeneinander phasenverschoben werden.

5. Klickspenderbehälter nach Anspruch 4, wobei die
Phasenverschiebung in der Drehrichtung die Hälfte
eines Nöckenzahns ist.

6. Klickspenderbehälter nach Anspruch 5, wobei ein
Federelement den Drehkörper nach hinten drückt,
um die zweite Nockenfläche in dem Drehkörper in
dem Zustand, in dem der Druck gelöst wird, in Kon-
takt und in Eingriff mit der zweiten festen Nockenflä-
che zu bringen.

7. Klickspenderbehälter nach Anspruch 6, wobei der
Drehkörper mit einem Loch mit variierendem Schnitt,
wie etwa einer ovalen Form oder ähnlichem, ausge-

bildet ist, der Gewindekörper einen Gewindeteil aus
einem weiblichen Gewinde hat und die erste feste
Nockenfläche an dem Gefäßkörper befestigt ist, und
in dem Zustand, in dem die Gewindestange mit einer
Schnittform, die in das Loch mit variierendem Schnitt
des Drehkörpers passt, und die mit einem männli-
chen Gewinde auf ihrer Außenumfangsseite ausge-
bildet ist, mit dem Gewindeteil des Gewindekörpers
verschraubt wird und die Gewindestange durch das
Loch mit variierendem Schnitt des Drehkörpers ge-
passt wird, die Gewindestange durch die Drehung
des Drehkörpers gedreht wird.

8. Klickspenderbehälter nach Anspruch 7, wobei die
Gewindestange gedreht wird, um ein Inhaltsvor-
schubelement durch die Drehung des Drehkörpers
mit Markierungen, wie etwa Schlitzen, Einkerbungen
und Vorsprüngen oder ähnlichen, die von außen
leicht zu sehen sind, die integral auf seiner Außen-
umfangsoberfläche in doppelten Abständen der ver-
teilten Abstandmaße der ersten Zähne ausgebildet
sind und in Phase mit den ersten Zähnen angeordnet
sind, vorzurücken, und wobei die Bewegung der
Markierungen auf der Außenoberfläche des Dreh-
körpers durch Fenster beobachtet werden kann, die
aus Durchgangslöchern oder transparenten Teilen
in dem Gewindekörper oder einem Gefäßzylinder an
Positionen ausgebildet sind, die in den gleichen Win-
keln wie die verteilten Winkel der Nocke, die für die
Drehung verwendet werden soll, verteilt sind, wobei
das Vorrücken der Gewindestange mit der Drehung
des Drehkörpers durch die Bewegung der Markie-
rungen bestätigt werden kann.

9. Klickspenderbehälter, der den Inhalt durch Drücken
eines hinteren Endteils (112) eines Klickkörpers, der
an dem hinteren Ende eines Gefäßkörpers (110) an-
geordnet ist, in der Axialrichtung nach vorn abgeben
kann und eine Struktur hat, die eine mechanische
Anordnung (1a) aufweist, die die Druckkraft, die auf
den hinteren Endteil (112) des Klickkörpers (132)
wirkt, in eine Drehkraft umwandelt, und den Inhalt
durch Vorrücken einer Gewindestange (128) durch
die umgewandelte Drehkraft abgibt, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass
der Klickkörper eine Nockenfläche mit gezackten
Kerben und Vorsprüngen aufweist, die auf der Vor-
derfläche des Klickkörpers ausgebildet sind, und in
dem Gefäßkörper derart angeordnet ist, dass er in
der Axialrichtung gemäß dem Druck an dem hinteren
Ende des Klickkörpers verschiebbar ist und von ei-
ner Bewegung in der Drehrichtung abgehalten wird,
die mechanische Anordnung zum Umwandeln der
Druckkraft an dem hinteren Ende des Klickkörpers
in die Drehkraft umfasst:

die Nockenfläche (130) des Klickkörpers;
einen Drehkörper (138) mit einem ungefähr ring-
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formgien Drehaufbau mit einer ersten Nocken-
fläche (134) mit Kerben und Vorsprüngen, die
in der Axialrichtung nach hinten gerichtet sind,
und einer zweiten Nockenfläche (136) mit Ker-
ben und Vorsprüngen, die in der Axialrichtung
nach vorn gerichtet sind, und der derart einge-
richtet ist, dass die erste Nockenfläche der No-
ckenfläche des Klickkörpers (132) gegenüber
liegt;
einen Gewindekörper als ein Ganzes mit einem
ungefähr zylindrischen Aufbau mit einer No-
ckenfläche (130) mit Kerben und Vorsprüngen,
die in der Axialrichtung nach hinten gerichtet
sind, und einem Gewindeteil, der in einer Boh-
rung ausgebildet ist, mit der eine Gewindestan-
ge verschraubt ist, und der an dem Gefäßkörper
befestigt ist, so dass er der zweiten Nockenflä-
che des Drehkörpers gegenüber liegt; und
eine Feder (146), die zwischen dem Klickkörper
und dem Drehkörper angeordnet ist, um die
zweite Nockenfläche des Drehkörpers bestän-
dig gegen die Nockenfläche des Gewindekör-
pers zu drücken, um die Nockenflächen in Ein-
griff miteinander zu halten,
wobei die Nockenfläche des Klickkörpers
und/oder die erste Nockenfläche des Drehkör-
pers und die zweite Nockenfläche des Drehkör-
pers und/oder die Nockenfläche des Gewinde-
körpers jeweils mit einer ersten Schräge (130a)
und einer zweiten Schräge (134a) ausgebildet
sind, die jeweils in der Axialrichtung relativ zu
der vorgegebenen Drehrichtung des Drehkör-
pers auf eine Seite geneigt sind,
wobei der Neigungswinkel der ersten Schräge
und der Neigungswinkel der zweiten Schräge
voneinander verschieden gemacht sind, und
wobei der Drehkörper sich aufgrund der Diffe-
renz zwischen den Neigungswinkeln der ersten
Schräge und der zweiten Schräge in die vorge-
gebene Drehrichtung dreht, wenn der Klickkör-
per gedrückt wird, um vorzurücken, während die
erste Nockenfläche (134) des Drehkörpers ent-
lang der Nockenfläche des Klickkörpers gleitet
und die zweite Nockenfläche (136) entlang der
Nockenfläche des Gewindekörpers gleitet.

Revendications

1. Récipient de distribution de type à encliquetage qui
peut distribuer le contenu à l’intérieur d’un réservoir
(24) par un utilisateur qui actionne une couronne (12)
disposée au niveau de l’extrémité arrière d’un corps
cylindrique (10) et a une structure comprenant un
ensemble mécanique qui transforme la force de
pression agissant sur la couronne par l’action d’un
utilisateur en force de rotation, un corps fileté (28)
fixé au corps cylindrique et une tige filetée (30) mon-

tée par vissage dans le corps fileté, et distribuant le
contenu en faisant avancer la tige filetée au moyen
du corps fileté en tournant la tige filetée avec la force
de rotation transformée par l’ensemble mécanique,
caractérisé en ce que
l’ensemble mécanique pour transformer la force de
pression en force de rotation comprend :

un corps rotatif (36) qui est prévu avec la cou-
ronne qui peut tourner et empêchée d’effectuer
un mouvement axial, a une configuration annu-
laire ayant une première face de came (32) di-
rigée vers l’avant et une seconde face de came
(34) dirigée vers l’arrière et est agencée afin de
pouvoir tourner et être mobile dans la direction
axiale par rapport au corps cylindrique ; et
une première face de came fixe (38) et une se-
conde face de came fixe (40) qui sont opposées
à la première face de came et à la seconde face
de came, respectivement, et sont disposées et
fixées sur le corps cylindrique par rapport à la
direction axiale et à la direction de rotation, et
est construit de sorte qu’au moins l’une parmi la
première face de came (32) et la première face
de came fixe (38) a une pluralité de premières
dents (38a), chacune ayant une inclinaison in-
clinée vers l’avant (38a1) par rapport à la direc-
tion de rotation prédéterminée du corps rotatif
et agencée avec un pas identique le long de la
direction de rotation prédéterminée,
au moins l’une parmi la seconde face de came
(34) et la seconde face de came fixe (40) a une
pluralité de secondes dents (40a) ayant chacu-
ne une inclinaison inclinée vers l’arrière (40a1)
par rapport à la direction de rotation prédéter-
minée du corps rotatif, et agencées avec un pas
identique le long de la direction de rotation pré-
déterminée, et
dans un état dans lequel la première face de
came (32) du corps rotatif est mise en engrène-
ment avec la première face de came fixe (38)
par la force de pression, lorsque la première face
de came (32) est guidée le long de l’inclinaison
inclinée vers l’avant de la dent, le corps rotatif
(36) se déplace vers l’avant et tourne dans la
direction prédéterminée, alors que, lorsque la
force de pression mentionnée ci-dessus est re-
lâchée, la seconde face de came (34) du corps
rotatif qui est maintenue en engrènement avec
la seconde face de came fixe (40) est guidée le
long de l’inclinaison inclinée vers l’arrière de la
seconde face de came fixe, le corps rotatif (36)
se déplace vers l’arrière et tourne dans la direc-
tion prédéterminée, ainsi, la tige filetée (30) est
entraînée en rotation par la rotation du corps
rotatif.

2. Récipient de distribution de type à encliquetage se-
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lon la revendication 1, dans lequel la première face
de came a un échelon en saillie en face de l’inclinai-
son qui est inclinée vers l’avant par rapport à la di-
rection de rotation prédéterminée du corps rotatif et
la première face de came fixe a un échelon évidé en
face de l’inclinaison qui est inclinée vers l’avant par
rapport à la direction de rotation prédéterminée du
corps rotatif, et
lorsque la première face de came est guidée le long
de l’inclinaison de la première face de came fixe, les
échelons formés le long des inclinaisons de la pre-
mière face de came et de la première face de came
fixe viennent en butée entre eux pour produire un
son d’encliquetage et une sensation d’encliquetage.

3. Récipient de distribution de type à encliquetage se-
lon la revendication 2, dans lequel la seconde face
de came du corps rotatif et la seconde face de came
fixe sont chacune formées avec des échelons dirigés
vers l’arrière afin de produire un son d’encliquetage
et une sensation d’encliquetage par les échelons
lorsque la seconde face de came et la seconde face
de came fixe s’engrènent entre elles au moment de
la libération de la pression.

4. Récipient de distribution de type à encliquetage se-
lon la revendication 3, dans lequel, dans l’état dans
lequel la première face de came du corps rotatif est
mise en engrènement avec la première face de came
fixe, la seconde face de came du côté du corps rotatif
et la seconde face de came fixe sont placées dans
une relation telle qu’elles sont décalées sur une par-
tie d’une dent de came, déphasées l’une par rapport
à l’autre par rapport à la direction de rotation et dans
l’état dans lequel la seconde face de came du côté
du corps rotatif est placée en engrènement avec la
seconde face de came fixe, la première face de came
du côté du corps rotatif et la première face de came
fixe sont placées dans une relation telle qu’elles sont
décalées sur une partie d’une dent de came, dépha-
sées l’une par rapport à l’autre par rapport à la di-
rection de rotation.

5. Récipient de distribution de type à encliquetage se-
lon la revendication 4, dans lequel le déphasage
dans la direction de rotation représente la moitié
d’une dent de came.

6. Récipient de distribution de type à encliquetage se-
lon la revendication 5, dans lequel un élément de
ressort pousse le corps rotatif vers l’arrière afin
d’amener la seconde face de came dans le corps
rotatif en contact et en engrènement avec la seconde
face de came fixe dans l’état de la pression etant
relâchée.

7. Récipient de distribution de type à encliquetage se-
lon la revendication 6, dans lequel le corps rotatif est

formé avec un trou à section variable tel qu’ayant
une forme ovale ou similaire, le corps fileté ayant
une partie filetée d’un filetage femelle et la première
face de came fixe est fixée au corps cylindrique, et
dans l’état dans lequel la tige filetée, ayant une forme
transversale qui s’adapte avec le trou à section va-
riable du corps rotatif, et formée avec un filetage mâ-
le de son côté périphérique externe, est montée par
vis sur la partie filetée du corps fileté et la tige filetée
est montée à travers le trou à section variable du
corps rotatif, la tige filetée est entraînée en rotation
par la rotation du corps rotatif.

8. Récipient de distribution de type à encliquetage se-
lon la revendication 7, dans lequel la tige filetée est
entraînée en rotation afin de faire avancer un élé-
ment de poussée de contenu par la rotation du corps
rotatif avec des marqueurs tels que des fentes, des
crans et des saillies ou similaires, qui peuvent être
facilement observés de l’extérieur, solidairement for-
més sur leur surface périphérique externe, à des in-
tervalles représentant deux fois le pas distribué des
premières dents, et agencés en phase avec les pre-
mières dents, et le mouvement des marqueurs sur
la surface externe du corps rotatif peut être observé
par des fenêtres formées avec des trous traversants
ou des parties transparentes dans le corps fileté ou
un cylindre de corps cylindrique dans des positions
réparties aux mêmes angles que les angles répartis
de la came à utiliser pour la rotation, moyennant quoi
l’avancement de la tige filetée avec la rotation du
corps rotatif peut être confirmé par le mouvement
des marqueurs.

9. Récipient de distribution de type à encliquetage qui
peut distribuer le contenu en comprimant une partie
d’extrémité arrière (112) d’un corps d’encliquetage
agencé au niveau de l’extrémité arrière d’un corps
cylindrique (110) vers l’avant dans la direction axiale
et a une structure comprenant un ensemble méca-
nique (1a) qui transforme la force de pression agis-
sant sur la partie d’extrémité arrière (112) du corps
d’encliquetage (132) en force de rotation, et distri-
buant le contenu en faisant avancer une tige filetée
(128) par la force de rotation transformée, caracté-
risé en ce que
le corps d’encliquetage comprend une face de came
ayant des encoches dentelées et des saillies for-
mées sur la face avant du corps d’encliquetage, et
est agencé dans le corps cylindrique pour pouvoir
coulisser dans la direction axiale selon la pression
au niveau de l’extrémité arrière du corps d’enclique-
tage, et ne pas pouvoir se déplacer dans la direction
de rotation,
l’ensemble mécanique pour transformer la force de
pression au niveau de l’extrémité arrière du corps
d’encliquetage en force de rotation comprend :
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la face de came (130) du corps d’encliquetage ;
un corps rotatif (138) ayant une configuration de
rotation approximativement annulaire ayant une
première face de came (134) ayant des enco-
ches et des saillies dirigées vers l’arrière dans
la direction axiale et une seconde face de came
(136) ayant des encoches et des saillies dirigées
vers l’avant dans la direction axiale, et étant
agencé de sorte que la première face de came
s’oppose à la face de came du corps d’enclique-
tage (132) ;
un corps fileté dans son ensemble, ayant une
configuration approximativement cylindrique
ayant une face de came (130) ayant des enco-
ches et des saillies dirigées vers l’arrière dans
la direction axiale et une partie filetée formée
dans un alésage sur lequel une tige filetée est
montée par vissage, et fixée sur le corps cylin-
drique afin de s’opposer à la seconde face de
came du corps rotatif ; et
un ressort (146) disposé entre le corps d’encli-
quetage et le corps rotatif afin de pousser de
manière constante la seconde face de came du
corps rotatif contre la face de came du corps
fileté afin de maintenir les faces de came en en-
grènement entre elles,
au moins l’une parmi la face de came du corps
d’encliquetage et la première face de came du
corps rotatif et au moins l’une parmi la seconde
face de came du corps rotatif et la face de came
du corps fileté, sont formées avec une première
inclinaison (130a) et une seconde inclinaison
(134a) respectivement, qui sont chacune incli-
nées d’un côté dans la direction axiale par rap-
port à la direction de rotation prédéterminée du
corps rotatif,
l’angle incliné de la première inclinaison et l’an-
gle incliné de la seconde inclinaison sont diffé-
rents l’un de l’autre, et
lorsque le corps d’encliquetage est poussé pour
avancer, le corps rotatif tourne dans la direction
de rotation prédéterminée alors que la première
face de came (134) du corps rotatif coulisse le
long de la face de came du corps d’encliquetage
et la seconde face de came (136) coulisse le
long de la face de came du corps fileté, en raison
de la différence entre les angles inclinés de la
première inclinaison et de la seconde inclinai-
son.
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